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   2 The New Prime Warden



IT IS  A RARE HONOUR TO BE ELECTED

for a second term as Prime Warden of  the 
Goldsmiths’ Company. It has come about, 
of  course, because, in the famous words of  
former us defence secretary Donald 
Rumsfeld, “stuff happens”. This is not the 
first time “stuff” has happened and there 
have been occasions in the past when two 
Prime Wardens have served 18 months 
each in order to reset the succession clock 
after an unexpected vacancy. But no past 
Prime Warden has reprised the role for a 
second full year since 1951, when Walter 
Godfrey Allen served two consecutive years.  

Long ago this used to be a regular 
occurrence. The great benefactors who 
made this Company what it is and provided 
us with the means to this day to support such 
a rich and diverse range of  charitable 
programmes people such as Edmund Shaa, 
Martin Bowes and Hugh Myddelton – 
served multiple terms as Prime Warden. 
They also effectively ruled the Company. 
Now we do things differently. Prime 
Wardens do not rule; they chair, and their 
term in the chair is limited to one  
year. Normally.

A Prime Warden’s year is full of  
surprises. That is what makes it such an 
extraordinary experience and such a 
constant learning process. But a second 
term will be different. The learning curve 

will be gentler (although some things will 
undoubtedly be new) and it will be less of  
an endless succession of  revelations 
(although a few revelations are doubtless 
in store).

The biggest difference, however, will be 
in how I approach the role myself. The 
sense of  honour and privilege will be as 
strong as ever (stronger, even). But I hope 
this will be tempered by an equally strong 
sense of  where and how a Prime Warden 
can best make a difference. In particular, I 
will enjoy giving my support, as my 
immediate predecessors have done, to two 
of  the initiatives launched in my previous 
term: the Goldsmiths’ Lecture (this year 
delivered to a packed house by the former 
Bishop of  London, Lord Chartres) and the 
Company’s History Group. Both of  these 
are in rude health and I hope they will 
continue to contribute to the life of  the 
Company and to our reputation in the 
outside world in the years to come. 

I will also enjoy helping the Company 
make progress on some of  the initiatives 
we are planning as we move towards our 
700th anniversary in 2027. A number of  
exciting schemes are at various stages of  
development and will take clearer shape 
over the coming year. In terms of  bricks 
and mortar, we are starting to get into 
detail with our £10 million Founding 
Partnership with the Museum of  London; 
we are developing ideas for a new events 
and exhibition space, the Charter Hall, 
which would open up and repurpose a 
large redundant space beneath the Livery 
Hall; and we are talking to a central-
London borough about a possible joint 
venture partnership in the future. Less 
tangible projects include our programme 
of  Cambridge PhDs for the study of  
precious metals, which is now getting under 
way, and the digitisation of  our Collections 
and Archives. This is a huge task that will 
take several years to complete but will have 
the enormous benefit of  making these 
resources universally accessible. 

Returning to the chair again after a 
three-year absence is an extraordinary 

opportunity to take stock of  how far the 
Company has come in a short time. 
Superficially, we are much as we always 
were: the Hall is the same (although the 
Livery Hall is more magnificent than ever 
after its two-year decorative restoration); 
the main round of  events on the Company’s 
calendar remains the same; and most of  
the faces we see around the Hall and at 
Goldsmiths’ Centre are unchanged (and in 
some cases unaltered too!). 

But scratch the surface and there have 
been some big changes. Since I last became 
Prime Warden, we have made some 
inspired new appointments to the staff   
at Goldsmiths’ Hall: people who are 
bringing new thinking to the Company 
and providing the creative energy and 
intellectual drive to take all these 
programmes forward.

The biggest changes of  all, perhaps, 
have been over in Clerkenwell and in our 
relationship with the Goldsmiths’ Centre. 
Three years ago, the Centre was still 
finding its feet and the rest of  the world 
was still sizing it up. Now it has moved on 
decisively from being ‘the new kid on the 
block’ of  the silver and jewellery world to 
being a major force within the industry, 
scooping up a raft of  industry awards each 
year for its achievements in training. 

 But we don’t want change for its own 
sake. We want some things to remain just 
the same as they always were: our 
commitment to contribute to national life; 
our support for the trade and craft and for 
wider charitable and educational causes; 
our operation of  the Assay Office; and the 
friendship and sense of  community that 
the Company offers. But continuity 
requires evolution: as Tancredi says in 
Giuseppe di Lampedusa’s novel The Leopard, 

“For everything to stay the same, everything 
must change.” ✦

TIMOTHY SCHRODER

‘ONCE MORE 
UNTO THE BREACH’: 
A SECOND TERM AS 
PRIME WARDEN

“Returning to the 
chair again is an 
extraordinary 
opportunity to 
take stock of  how 
far the Company 
has come in a 
short time.”

JULIA SKUPNY
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DR DORA THORNTON

A Royal Treasure and Its Role  
in the Renaissance Court:

THE ROYAL CLOCK SALT 

T H E  E X T R A O R D I N A R Y  M A S T E R P I E C E  K N O W N

as the Royal Clock Salt, one of  the Company’s greatest treasures, 
was the focus of  an international conference held at Goldsmiths’ 
Hall in November 2018. Made in Paris around 1530 by Pierre 
Mangot, the royal goldsmith to King Francis i of  France, the Clock 
Salt is somewhere between a jewel, the latest fashion accessory 
and a table ornament. We do not know how it made the journey 
from Paris to London – perhaps it was a diplomatic gift from 
Francis to King Henry viii of  England, or between two of  their 
courtiers – but it was the perfect present for Henry, who combined 
a passion for clocks with a real interest in the latest technology. 
The combination of  inventiveness with luxury would have given 
an object like this a special appeal. Of  the 11 clock salts listed in 
Henry’s collection after his death, this is the only one to survive 
and it has a remarkable story to tell. 

The Clock Salt is one of  only four known surviving pieces from 
the several thousand items of  goldsmiths’ work that once belonged 
to Henry viii, another being the 14th-century French Royal Gold 
Cup in the British Museum. A London-made rock crystal and 
silver-gilt cup survives in the Treasury of  San Lorenzo in Florence, 
where it is used for relics, while a German rock crystal and 
enamelled gold cup is to be found in the Residenz in Munich. 

Looking at the Clock Salt, even in its greatly altered state, it is 
not hard to understand its appeal to English royal collectors. It is 
a small jewel, crafted in silver gilt and encrusted with pearls, rubies 
and shell cameos, set off by plaques of  gilded enamel. The central 
hollow drum of  rock crystal is thought to have contained the 
original table clock, long-since damaged and replaced, and the 
object has been through many modifications, which pose questions 
as to how it originally functioned and looked. A research 
programme has long been needed in order to understand this 
national treasure in its historical context. 

The Clock Salt’s loan to the British Museum from January 2018 
opened up all kinds of  new opportunities for the display of  this 
rare Renaissance piece. It is currently to be found in the Waddesdon 
Bequest Gallery of  the British Museum, which makes it accessible 
free of  charge to a wider public and provides the perfect context 
for such a remarkable object. The loan also enabled scientific 
research (including non-invasive analysis) to be carried out by the 
British Museum team to learn more about the origin, history and 
construction of  this wonderful piece. Both the loan and the 
conference represented collaboration between the Goldsmiths’ 
Company, the British Museum, the Rothschild Foundation and 

Waddesdon Manor, allowing exploration of  this inspiring piece of  
Renaissance goldsmiths’ work and its role in Renaissance diplomacy 
and court life. At the conference, a team of  international scholars 
was invited to explore the Clock Salt from different angles, 
illuminating its status and significance for the first time. Their 
findings were shared with 85 delegates, making for lively discussion.

Dr Michèle Bimbenet-Privat gave an introduction on the Clock 
Salt’s maker, Pierre Mangot, who supplied luxury goods 
incorporating precious and exotic materials to the French court. 
Although the Salt is unmarked, it can be firmly attributed to 
Mangot by comparison with his marked pieces. Dr Dora Thornton 
spoke about another piece by Mangot, the Sibyls Casket in the 
Waddesdon Bequest at the British Museum, which may also have 
a French royal provenance. Dr Olenka Horbatsch explored the 
role of  Holbein the Younger as a goldsmith and designer at 
Henry viii’s court, looking especially at his drawing for a clock 
salt which was presented by Sir Anthony Denny to Henry viii as 
a New Year’s Gift in 1545. Dr Timothy Schroder presented the 
Salt as part of  the history of  cultural diplomacy between the rival 
kings, Francis i of  France and Henry viii of  England. Princely 
gifts bolstered the status of  both giver and receiver, as noted by Dr 
Paulus Rainer in his talk about precious goldsmiths’ work owned 
by Francis i, such as the gold salt cellar by Cellini now in the 
Kunstkammer of  the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna. Like 
the rulers of  Renaissance Europe, the Rothschilds as a 19th-century 
banking dynasty also built their cultural status through the art they 
collected, as explained by Dr Julia Siemon. Rosemary Ransome 
Wallis told the story of  the Clock Salt in the centuries following its 
sale from the Royal Collection in 1649. It eventually passed into 
the hands of  the Stopford-Sackvilles of  Drayton House, 
Northamptonshire, before its subsequent acquisition by the 
Company saved it from being exported from the United Kingdom. 
Dr Andrew Meek presented the findings of  horologists, scientists 
and conservators as to the making of  the Clock Salt and the 
changes it has undergone in its long history. Fundamental and 
fascinating research questions remain to be explored in the 
collected papers, which will be published as a British Museum 
Research publication and then online. ✦

The Royal Clock Salt by Pierre 
Mangot, Paris circa 1530,  
silver-gilt and enamel, set with 
rock crystal, shell cameos, rubies 
and engraved gems; agate feet 
RICHARD VALENCIA
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From Design  
to Production:

CHARLOTTE DEW

Commissioning  
Emerging Makers

In 2018, the Goldsmiths’ Centre undertook its 
first commissioning project with a cohort of  
emerging makers. Inspired by the Goldsmiths’ 
Company’s touring exhibition Made for the Table, 
shown at the Centre during July and August, 
the Centre commissioned 20 silver gin beakers 
from 19 makers. The six-month project 
represented an important developmental 
opportunity for the participants; for many it  
was their first commission. 

T H E  R E S U L T I N G  2 0  B E A K E R S  S H O W C A S E D 

the extraordinary range and depth of  talent of  the 
Goldsmiths’ Centre’s alumni and wider community, 
from which the contributors were drawn. These 
included current and past apprentices, studio Internship 
Graduate Award recipients and Getting Started programme 
participants, resident craftspeople and makers.

Stuart Ray and his Goldsmiths’ Company 
apprentice Varis Priediti spun the initial beaker forms 
for the project. Makers were first asked to submit a 
two-dimensional design responding to the theme ‘old 
and new’, with the following brief: ‘Beakers have been 
made in silver for many centuries and the techniques 
for making them have changed very little. Historically, 
a beaker was a personalised drinking vessel for an 
individual. They were and are often used to celebrate 
and mark an occasion but can also be a very personal 

object, revealing the tastes and interests of  their owner 
or maker. They are the perfect vessel for showcasing 
artistic expression on a small scale. This commission 
should therefore represent your own style, encapsulating 
your individual artistic approach, to this traditional 
form.’ The brief  further stipulated that the vessel 
should hold a minimum volume of  240ml and a 
maximum volume of  360ml when complete, so be 
suitable for comfortable use as a vessel to hold a double 
gin and tonic with ice. 20 designs were selected to be 
made from those submitted.

The resulting collection of  finished beakers  
included engraved, enamelled, textured, chased and 
applied cast designs, as well as examples that took an 
imaginative approach to setting stones and manipulated 
the shape of  the spun beaker. The project provided a 
significant learning opportunity for the participating 

☛
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silversmiths, which is not replicated in any 
other training offer the Goldsmiths’ Centre 
delivers. Participants reported having a 
greater understanding of  the commissioning 
process, learning how proposed designs 
should be affordable in terms of  time and 
materials in proportion to the fee. In some 
instances it was their first experience of  
working with a spun form as an alternative 
to hand raising, and some makers have  
since pursued this beyond the scope of  the 
project. The spun form required maker 
Jessica Jue to work in new ways: “The 
techniques I used to create it are quite 
different, as I usually raise an object from 
a flat sheet into a standing form. Working 
from a spun beaker required techniques 
that I’d not used before, which was a great 
opportunity to learn about a new way to 
manipulate a form.” Jessica was among four 
makers who exhibited at Goldsmiths’ Fair 
in 2018 and displayed new work that 
evolved from the beaker commission.

Participants in some instances had not 
outsourced polishing or gilding before and 
in so doing made new contacts. Jeweller 
Christine Johnson was new to working on 
this scale and collaborated with another 
maker to support the realisation of  her 
design: “I was tremendously excited and 
honoured to be asked to submit to the 
exhibition, considering I’m a jeweller. But 
the beaker seemed enormous to me. I 
thought, ‘I’m not a silversmith!’ and was 
convinced I wouldn’t be able to do it. 
However, I’d done the week-long Getting 
Started course in January and begun 
wondering whether I might be able to cope 
with working on a bigger scale. Then a 
couple of  days before the deadline, I 
received a reminder and I just decided there 
was nothing to lose by applying. The next 
thing I knew, the Goldsmiths’ Centre had 
come back with a ‘Yes’.”

The commission inspired some makers 
to apply sculptural techniques to the 
beaker’s functional form. Alex O’Connor 

described how the project helped her to find 
a means to unite her sculptural and 
functional work: “The design was very 
much in keeping with my love of  sculptural 
form and ideas of  balance and composition, 
but, since it’s a drinking beaker, that added 
a precise functional element that took me 
off  in new directions. It had to sit 
comfortably in the hand and not spill or tip 
over easily and I enjoyed having those 
parameters, especially since it gave me an 
opportunity to use hydraulic-press forming 
in a piece. This will definitely feed into me 
creating some more overtly functional, 
utilitarian pieces for the table.”

The 20 beakers each responded to the 
commissioning theme in different and 
creative ways. For example, Paul Alexander 
Smith’s Effervescent Beaker took its inspiration 
from the bubbles rising to the surface of  a 
gin and tonic. Benjamin James Ryan’s Dutch 
Courage Gin Beaker had engraved measures 
for the gin and tonic on the outside and 
drew on the belief  that gin is first thought 
to have been drunk by the English during 
the Eighty Years’ War.

As part of  the project, some participants 
were interviewed for the Centre’s blog  
series and all documented the process of  
making their beakers through their own 
photography and video. This created a rich 
portfolio of  social media, as well as visual 
and written content, and the process 
provided makers with an insight into ways 
to communicate their ideas and practice.

The 20 beakers were displayed in the 
Goldsmiths’ Centre selling showcase that 
supported the Company’s Made for the Table 
exhibition and were used at a range of  
events, including object-handling and 
teaching sessions, with organisations such 
as the Silver Society as well as members of  
the public. The project reinforced the idea 
of  commissioning as an excellent means of  
developing the skills and experience of  
emerging talent and the Goldsmiths’ Centre 
is uniquely positioned to run commissioning 
projects that support makers to develop 
their practice. ✦

Sunrise Tulip Beaker by  
Jessica Jue, 2018,  
Britannia silver, gold plate 
SIMON B ARMITT

Previous Elliptic Beaker by  
Alex O’Connor, 2018,  
sterling silver 
SIMON B ARMITT

Above Juniper Bubble Beaker  
by Christine Johnson, 2018, 
sterling silver 
SIMON B ARMITT
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Apprentice to Freeman
SOPHIA TOBINAbigail Buckingham

every year from 2015 to 2018. For her, the competitions 
provided welcome stimulus: “They gave me free rein to 
design and make something completely different and 
unusual.” Valuable too were the challenges posed by the 
WorldSkills uk competition, where she won a bronze 
medal in 2015 and gold in 2016. “It was brilliant,” she 
says. “It was completely different to the work I made day 
to day and in a very different environment. There is just 
me and dad in our workshop in the countryside and 
suddenly I was competing at the nec with thousands of  
people walking past me each day.”

This adaptability was central to the success of  her 
apprenticeship, both in competitions but also in the 
workshop. “I got to work on a huge mixture of  pieces, 
silverware as well as jewellery,” she says, adding that this 
was not a surprise as she had grown up watching her father 
create all kinds of  pieces “from candlesticks or a large 
trophy all the way down to a small, dainty engagement 
ring”. This meant that, whilst her first love is jewellery, she 
could also make bespoke silver pieces such as the Mandala 
beaker created for the Made for the Table project at the 
Goldsmiths’ Centre.

Abigail was made free in December 2017 – her 
masterpiece was a yellow gold and silver bracelet. Her 
favourite piece is more personal. “It’s a collaboration 
between me and my dad. It wasn’t for a client, it was just 
for us. He made a square hinged box and allowed me to 
embellish it with my hand engraving. We designed it 
together: covering the outside were tropical leaves, and on 
the inside were lots of  frogs jumping around the sides. We 
called it As Mad as a Box of  Frogs.”

The Apprentice of  the Year Award has validated her 
focus. ‘I couldn’t believe it when I won the award. It meant 
all my hard work throughout my apprenticeship paid off.’ 
She was also named as one of  Retail Jeweller’s Rising Stars 
in 2018.

Still based in Lincolnshire, Abigail is concentrating on 
building her business and brand. “One day I’d love to have 
my own shops in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire selling my 
own jewellery designs,” she says. “But for now I’m enjoying 
working for other designers to their briefs and getting to 
work on a wide variety of  pieces.” It is a quiet flexibility 
and focus that defines this Apprentice of  the Year. ✦

“It is the formidable 
dedication Abigail has 
shown over the past six 
years that has shaped 
her talent and marked 
her out as a jeweller  
to watch.”

Abigail Buckingham at the 
Birmingham Skills Show in 2016  
© THE GOLDSMITHS’ CENTRE

F O R  A B I G A I L  BU C K I N G H A M ,  T H E  W I N N E R  O F  T H E 

Goldsmiths’ Company Members’ Charitable Fund Young 
Apprentice of  the Year Award, making jewellery is a 
vocation. “I have wanted to be a jeweller for as long as I 
can remember,” she tells me. “From around the age of  
eight I was in the workshop making gifts for my friends and 
family.” She could argue that jewellery is in the blood – her 
master was her father, silversmith Andrew Buckingham. 
But it is the formidable dedication she has shown over the 
past six years that has shaped her talent and marked her 
out as a jeweller to watch. 

Abigail gained her place in the first cohort of  the 
Goldsmiths’ Centre’s Pre-Apprenticeship Foundation 
course in 2012. The course demanded a temporary move 
from Lincolnshire to London and, as a pupil, Abigail was 
noted for her ability to go ‘above and beyond’, often taking 
work home to practise in the evening. Bound as an 
apprentice in November 2013, her commitment began to 
pay off: that year she won the first Tivon International 
Design Competition for her Waterfall Necklace design. 

She continued to earn awards throughout her 
apprenticeship. Commended in the Goldsmiths’ Craft and 
Design Council Awards (gcdc) in 2014 – the same year 
she won a City & Guilds Medal of  Excellence in Jewellery 
Manufacturing – Abigail went on to win gcdc medals 
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W E S T M I N S T E R  A B B E Y,  A S  L A RG E LY  R E BU I LT  B Y  H E N RY

iii in the 1250s, was considered by Sir Nicholas Pevsner to have the 
finest proportions of  any cathedral-type building in Britain. The 
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Galleries is an exciting new project in 
the Abbey’s medieval Triforium. It provides general public access 
into the high-level Eastern Triforium for the first time, to reveal 
what John Betjeman famously termed ‘the finest view in Europe’. 
Containing almost a third of  the Abbey’s floor area, this space was 
previously only accessible by narrow, winding spiral staircases.

Access to the galleries has been achieved by the construction 
of  the new Weston Tower in Poets’ Yard. This provides a new 
public stair and lift access to this unique space, enabling it to be 
opened to all visitors safely for the first time in more than 700 years. 
The new tower is the first significant addition to the Abbey in more 
than 250 years and is visible from New Palace Yard at the heart 
of  the Westminster World Heritage Site. The new access tower 
has enabled the Triforium space to be transformed into new 
galleries, allowing the display of  a unique collection of  exhibits 
relating to the Abbey’s 1,000 year story, some for the first time in 
their history. The exhibition was designed by architects muma 
specifically to preserve the remarkable pattern of  sunbeams and 
shadows that make this place so memorable.

The project was achieved within an extremely limited site area 
and against a tight programme. Undertaken in three partially 
overlapping phases, the construction of  the new tower, conservation 
of  the galleries and installation of  the exhibition were all achieved 
without interruption to daily Abbey life and have revealed a 
spectacular aspect of  one of  London’s finest buildings.

Adaptation of  the Eastern Triforium presented several 
conservation challenges. There was no scope to add an internal 
staircase, due to the 1250s vaulting, and only one location where 
a new doorway could be created from the outside. The creation of  
the new access tower required the removal of  a drab 1950s wc 
block, which exposed an area of  ancient stonework that had 
survived the harsh cleaning and refacing works of  the 1960s and 
1970s. This stonework was carefully conserved in its soiled state so 
as to retain these forgotten qualities. The foundations of  the new 
tower were designed to bear onto the raft foundation of  the 1250s 
Abbey. The stonework of  this raft was found to have been re-used 
from the 1060s Abbey and has been conserved and left in part 
exposed within the new building.

Within the Triforium space, muma’s overarching ambition was 
to retain its unique atmosphere of  sunbeams, shadows and age, 

whilst making the changes necessary to support its new use. In 
particular, this meant keeping light-sensitive objects out of  direct 
sunlight to ensure that acceptable conservation standards would 
be met.

This dusty space had been used as an attic store for centuries 
and had suffered from intrusive services installations and past 
damage from roof  leaks. Although the lead roofs had recently been 
renewed, the years of  neglect to the internal fabric was apparent.

Conservation of  the historic timber floor structure, largely from 
Sir Christopher Wren’s major restorations at the start of  the 18th 
century, were a significant challenge, with the original floor 
structure being stiffened to mitigate against vibration. A new oak 
floor removed steps and changes of  level to enable full access  
to the whole area. A new handrail of  blackened steel and oak, 
rather than glass, provides enclosure to the open Triforium arcade 
and blends into the background in a way that reflective glass  
would not.

To understand what existed, the medieval stone vaults were 
opened up and found to be filled with dust and debris that had 
not been cleared since the Middle Ages. This was carefully 
removed and sifted, revealing an astonishing array of  lost objects, 
including over 31,000 fragments of  hand painted glass, much of  
it from 13th-century grisaille windows that had been destroyed 
during the Reformation. Some of  these precious fragments were 
incorporated in the new windows on the bridge connecting the 
new access tower to the Abbey. Conservation work to the existing 
galleries’ monuments was undertaken, as well as to the 
extraordinary 13th-century high-level carved corbels, where very 
rare traces of  medieval paint fragments were found. In respect of  
their cleaning and conservation, it was considered important not 
to change the present appearance but to carefully stabilise 
and conserve.

Opening in 2018, the 300 artefacts from the Abbey’s collection 
on display in the galleries include works of  art of  international 
importance. These comprise books and manuscripts, textiles, 
paintings, effigies, stained glass, music scores and other interesting 
objects. The gold and silver plate collection is beautifully displayed 
in a state-of-the-art case funded by the Goldsmiths’ Company. ✦

THE QUEEN’S DIAMOND 
JUBILEE PROJECT

The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee 
Galleries at Westminster Abbey 
ALAN WILLIAMS IMAGE COURTESY 
OF WESTMINSTER ABBEY

PTOLEMY DEAN
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Goldsmiths’ Fair and Beyond

Opposite A Celebration of 
Craftsmanship at  
Fortnum & Mason, 2018 
KATIE HOLYOAK

Above Samuel Waterhouse 
discusses his work with a visitor 
to Goldsmiths’ Fair 2018 
PAUL READ PHOTOGRAPHY

Goldsmiths’ Fair is the Goldsmiths’ Company’s most well-known selling exhibition, attracting  
passionate collectors of  silver and jewellery year after year. But part of  the Company’s mission is also to 

widen the audience for precious metal while developing new opportunities for makers to sell their work in 
different places and to different audiences. Here are just some of  the initiatives taken over the past year to 

bring silver and jewellery to the attention of  both new and established customers.

Known internationally as the foremost 
destination for fine jewellery and 
contemporary silver, Goldsmiths’ Fair 
always seeks to combine the well-
established with the innovative, serving 
both loyal customers and new visitors 
alike. Its 36th incarnation was held at 
Goldsmiths’ Hall from 25 September to  
7 October 2018, featuring the latest work 
from 138 jewellers and silversmiths 
alongside a programme of  events and 
exhibitions that ensured visitors gained 
insider access to the people behind  
the jewels.

The Goldsmiths’ Company teamed 
up with historic British retailer 
Fortnum & Mason at their flagship store 
on Piccadilly throughout May 2018. 
Pieces by 26 makers were displayed in 
combination with the brand’s other 
luxury goods in areas devoted to jewellery, 
tableware and tea accessories, and 
gentlemen’s accessories, providing 
exposure for makers in this most iconic  
of  environments.

FOR THE CONNOISSEUR. FOR THE LUXURY BUYER.
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Held at the Saatchi Gallery from 
28 February to 3 March 2019, collect 
declares itself  to be ‘the only gallery-
presented art fair dedicated to modern 
craft and design’, showing the work  
of  more than 400 cutting-edge artists. 
Goldsmiths’ Fair took a stand at  
collect to exhibit an exclusive  
selection of  14 contemporary designer-
makers working in precious metals  
to an international, artistically  
minded audience.

The Goldsmiths’ Fair stand at 
Collect 2019 
KATIE HOLYOAK

The Mare Street Market  
Pop-Up Shop 
KATIE HOLYOAK

Mare Street, Hackney, was the scene  
of  an exciting Christmas jewellery 
pop-up shop from 29 November to 
17 December 2018. On display was a 
range of  fashionable and affordable 
jewellery, curated with the young and 
fashion-conscious in mind. With prices 
starting at £45 up to £1,000, the ranges 
brought a new audience to jewellery.  
It included meet-the-maker events to 
demonstrate the unique quality of  ‘made’ 
pieces, with the tacit understanding that 
the young enthusiasts of  today are the 
established collectors of  tomorrow. 

FOR THE ART WORLD. 

FOR THE NEW GENERATION. 
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Junko Mori: Sculpted Nature
PIPPA SHIRLEY
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Here is a sea anemone, its tentacles flowing in 
the current; here a chrysanthemum, petals 
curling towards the light; here a bunch of  
blossom and seed heads; here a pine cone, 
opening to shed its seeds; here a textured steel 
or silver organism, small enough to hold in your 
hand. Where can you find such a cornucopia of  
natural forms? In the work of  Junko Mori.

T O D AY,  M O R I  U S E S  A  R A N G E  O F  M E TA L S

but it was not always that way. Born in 1974 in 
Yokohama, Japan, her creative career began with plastic, 
wood, textiles, ceramic and steel. Her mother was a 
school nurse and her father worked in the design 
department of  electronics company jvc, developing 
vhs and home recorders. She studied for her ba in 3d 
design at Tokyo’s Musashino Art University, taking the 
Industrial, Interior and Craft Design/Metalwork course, 
where she encountered a wide range of  materials. 
Ironically, she says that of  all of  them, she struggled 
most with metal. It was not until she spent nine months 
working in a fabricator’s workshop, making everything 
from boiler tanks and temple gates to bicycle parts, that 
she learnt her welding and metalworking skills and 
became truly comfortable with the material. In 1997 

Previous Silver Organism;  
Square Spikes 
by Junko Mori, 2018, forged  
fine silver 999 
ADRIAN SASSOON

Opposite Botany Series; 
Magnolia by Junko Mori, 2019, 
wax-coated mild steel, patinated, 
fine silver 999 
ADRIAN SASSOON

☛
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she moved to London, learned English, and 
in 1998 enrolled on the ba at Camberwell 
College of  Arts to study silversmithing and 
metalwork. There she was introduced to 
conceptual thinking and the work of  
teachers and alumni of  the college such as 
Hans Stofer, Simone ten Hompel and 
Hiroshi Suzuki. At this stage, she was 
working in iron and steel. Encouraged by 
Stofer, she started experimenting with  
silver in 2001, with the support of  Sheffield 
Assay Office, who provided the material,  
and later through the Crafts Council Next 
Move scheme and a residency at Liverpool 
Hope University, where she was guided  
by Chris Knight, renowned for his visually 
provocative yet functional work. She 
exhibited in the same year at the Chelsea 
Craft Fair, where she met Adrian Sassoon, 
who was to become her principal dealer and 
has consistently championed her work. 

When asked about early influences, 
Mori cites Jackson Pollock, whose work  
she first encountered as a student and 
which to her was abstract but centred on 
mani pulation of  material, fabric, paint and 
ink, apparently random but in fact closely 
controlled. This beginning with the 
properties of  the material was to become 
central to Mori’s own work. She also 
mentions the Norwegian jeweller and 
sculptor Tone Vigeland, who similarly 
experimented with steel and silver, allowing 
the characteristics of  the metal to 
determine what was being created, so that 
a hammered panel pin could be multiplied 
to form a necklace of  feathery softness. 
Mori likewise finds her inspiration in  
a combination of  the natural world and 
what the material suggests to her, physically, 
visually and texturally, as she starts to  
work it.

In a leaflet for a 2004 exhibition, Offshoot, 
at the Castlefield Gallery, Manchester, she 
is quoted as saying, “One day, sitting down 
in a park (in Tokyo) during lunchtime, I saw 
a huge tree in front of  me. I wondered 

where the beauty came from. The tree 
looked as if  it were growing unconsciously. 
Then I noticed the simplest thing – that 
each leaf  had a slightly different shape.” It 
is this revelation, which she also calls 

“uncontrollable beauty”, that underpins her 
work – the multiplication of  individual 
handmade elements in an organic way  
to make natural-seeming forms of  
extraordinary complexity and skill. She 
rarely starts with a preconceived design. 
Each piece is assembled from sometimes 
thousands of  components and takes its own 
direction as it grows. As she says, “I feel as 
if  I am helping it to emerge, rather than 
creating it.”

Mori also describes how, as a child, she 
was once shown cells dividing under a 
microscope – which she found “both 
spooky and beautiful”. Her work also has 
echoes of  the geometric replication of  
crystalline structures. She is not, of  course, 
the first metalworker to see the potential 
and beauty in natural forms. The 16th-
century Nürnberg goldsmith Wenzel 
Jamnitzer famously experimented with 
castings from nature to create his technically 
brilliant pieces, whilst in the 18th century, 
Rococo goldsmiths such as Juste-Aurèle 
Meissonier sculpted nature – including 
animals, sea creatures and vegetable forms 
– to decorate tureens and tableware. In the 
ironworkers’ world there are echoes of  
craftsmen such as Jean Tijou, who moulded 
and embossed iron into flowers, foliage and 
scrolls, individual elements making up 
monumental architectural pieces. Mori’s 
work also has some affinities with the work 
of  contemporaries such as Albert Paley,  
the American artist-blacksmith, who  
works on a completely different scale, 
creating sinuous, writhing, organic-seeming 
abstract forms. 

Throughout her career, Mori has 
exemplified a willingness to experiment and 
challenge herself  technically, often through 
the development of  sequences of  pieces. 

One example is her Organism series, begun 
in 2002, some made of  forged steel, some 
of  silver, and some incorporating dried or 
wax-coated plants such as chillies. The 
pieces in her Moss series are ethereal, 
skeletal steel sculptures made to hang on 
the wall. Her Propagation pieces are inspired 
by a range of  natural forms – sea urchins, 
pine cones, flowers, some in forged steel 
and some in precious metal, while in 2007, 
her Frozen Forest candlesticks were, rather 
like the work of  Jamnitzer, formed from 
casts of  dried plants and seeds she 
had collected. 

In 2013, Coppiced Wood, a solo show at 
The Holburne Museum, Bath, prompted 
an exploration of  new ideas – roots, sprouts 
and seeds rendered in forged steel – and in 
2016, the Silver Trust selected Mori to 
complete a commission for the permanent 
silver collection at 10 Downing Street. This 
created an opportunity to explore bronze 
casting and mixing multiple metal types 
within a single sculpture. 2017 saw the 
appearance of  the Botany series – including 
Silver Poetry; Spring Fever Ring (Temple 
Newsam, Leeds City Art Galleries, 2017), 
which exemplified many of  her favourite 
techniques and was inspired by a natural 
phenomenon Mori witnessed in Japan, as 
the forest floor burst into life with the 
arrival of  spring. To make the piece, she 
forged and welded 31 different components, 
representing the 31 syllables in the Japanese 
poetic form of  tanka. The components are 
cold-forged, using hammers on almost pure 
silver, softer than the alloy generally used 
by goldsmiths, whilst the natural colour of  
the metal is enhanced with polished 
elements to create contrast. This thoughtful 
layering of  ideas and technique is deeply 
characteristic of  Mori, whose cultural roots 
are never far from the surface.

Mori also, naturally, features in the 
Goldsmiths’ Company’s Modern Silver 
Collection, which charts the evolving 
development of  the craft and innovative 

Propagation Project; Surf Conch 
by Junko Mori, 2019, forged mild 
steel, wax-coated 
ADRIAN SASSOON

☛
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design and facture. Two pieces from the 
Organism series are included in the 
Company’s collection – #43 Silver Organism, 
2005, a sea-urchin form hand-forged in fine 
silver and Silver Pine Cone, 2007 – with a 
‘pickle’ finish and burnished tips, also in fine 
silver. Both exemplify Mori’s fascination 
with the metal and her desire to explore 
new techniques, including the use of  flatter 
shapes and burnishing to create reflectivity. 
More unusual still is the set of  four British 
Hedgerow Cups, made in 2017, practical and 
sculptural, and punched with a dense 
design of  seedpods of  25 medicinal plants 
commonly found in Britain. This is a 

different technical take on the way in which 
she encourages motifs to proliferate, as here, 
on bodies raised by Yusuke Yamamoto, the 
effect is two-dimensional. All the stamps 
were designed and made by Mori, inspired 
by the Goldsmiths’ Centre’s own collection  
of  tools.

So what next for Junko Mori? It seems 
that the sky is the limit. Her work already 
features in many public collections  
around the world, including the v&a;  
British Museum; the Crafts Council; 
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery; 
National Museum and Gallery of  Wales; 
National Museums of  Scotland; and 

Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, Ham-
burg. This year she has been short listed as 
a finalist for the prestigious Loewe Craft 
Prize 2019, held, appropriately, in Tokyo. 
Finalists are chosen because of  their 
‘fundamentally important contri butions  
to the development of  contemporary  
craft, with… works presenting a diverse 
spectrum of  techniques, media and modes  
of  expression’.

Her most recent work features more 
exciting technical experimentation, 
including using gold for the first time. 
Organism Hybrid is made from 24ct gold and 
almost-pure silver. The idea for this was 
sparked in 2007, when she made a piece 
for Sheffield Assay Office to mark the 
introduction of  new regulations to ensure 
correct hallmarking of  work made of  
mixed metals. This challenged her to 
explore welding different metals. As a result 
she has adopted a new creative path, fusing 
gold and silver, exploiting surface pattern 
and contrast. She is also working on a series 
of  chandeliers inspired by a commission in 
2013 for Chatsworth House for the Modern 
Makers exhibition. As with all her work, it is 
the process and the challenges created by 
the demands of  the material that she finds 
most engaging.

Perhaps the last word should go to  
Mark Piolet, a director at Adrian Sassoon,  
who has worked with Mori for years. He 
describes how “one of  the most compelling 
aspects of  her work is her ability to make 
hard, cold metal seem soft, organic and 
vital”. He admires her consideration of  
every detail, from the expert forging and 
arrangement of  every piece to the choice 
of  finish and the way in which she pushes 
her own preconceptions and materials to 
their extremes. As he says, “A delivery  
of  new work from Junko is always an 
exciting moment.” ✦

Opposite British Hedgerow Cups 
by Junko Mori, 2017,  
fine silver 999 
ADRIAN SASSOON

Below Organism Hybrid; Gold 
Petal, by Junko Mori, 2019,  
forged fine silver 999 with 24ct 
gold details  
ADRIAN SASSOON

“Her most recent 
work features more 
exciting technical 
experimentation, 
including using gold 
for the first time.”
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Glass, Metal and Light:

AMANDA GAME

Contemporary  
Enamel Jewellery

The art of  enamelling requires, as jeweller  
Ros Conway points out, “a lifetime of  
devotion”. Her own bold, painterly work is 
testament to such devotion, whilst also revealing 
other important elements often present in the 
careers of  innovative jewellers who use enamel: 
a willingness to experiment whilst mastering 
demanding techniques and the acknowledged 
presence of  an influential teacher. In Conway’s 
case, collaboration in the mid-1980s with 
painter Hugh O’Donnell resulted in a series of  
vividly coloured, abstract brooches whose forms 
and surfaces combined the fluidity of  action 
painting with the precision of  enamel. During 
the process of  creating these works, she was 
guided by the skill and knowledge of  her 
contemporary Jane Short – one of  the uk’s 
undisputed master enamellers.
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JA N E  S H O RT ’ S  E XC E P T I O NA L  S K I L L S

are now almost exclusively devoted to 
creating larger-scale enamelled objects to 
commission but she talks of  returning to 
jewellery again, attracted by the potential 
to create smaller-scale works that require 
less continuous stamina. A series of  recent 
experiments with artist-engraver Malcolm 
Appleby – for both objects and jewellery – 
reveal her own capacity to combine 
precision with freedom of  composition  
and expression.  

Tradit ional  techniques such as 
champlevé and cloisonné enamel continue 
to flourish today in hands such as these, 
revealing the material’s capacity to produce 
richly layered surface effects on jewels that 
create brilliant flashes of  colour and light 
when worn. Subjects are often drawn from 
the natural world, as in the case of  the 
intricate and exotic series of  Frog brooches 
created by another master enameller  
Fred Rich. 

Conway also talks about the ways in 
which the brooch form can be most 
sympathetic for those interested in 
designing enamel jewellery. Enamel is a 
form of  glass and can be vulnerable to 
damage for forms such as rings. The brooch 
also allows a canvas in which the painterly 
qualities of  enamel can be shown to  
good effect.

The brooch certainly seems to dominate 
the lexicon of  contemporary enamel 
jewellery in the uk, but the other 
observable trend is a growing number of  
jewellers experimenting with different 
forms of  enamel, responding to industrial 
as well as fine enamel processes. Edinburgh-
based Elizabeth Jane Campbell is one of  a 
growing number of  younger designers 
attracted to a different use of  enamel. She 
studied with Canadian master Lillian Yuen 
whilst an exchange student from Edinburgh 
to Nova Scotia College of  Art and Design. 
She remembers Yuen as a “difficult-to-
impress perfectionist” who used a 

Previous Contained Brooch by 
Elizabeth Jane Campbell, 2018, 
copper, silver, vitreous enamel 
THE ARTIST

Below Sprouting Necklace by 
Ann Little, 2018, silver, enamel, 
stainless steel wire 
COURTESY: THE SCOTTISH GALLERY

Rainbow Around the Sun by 
Wendy Ramshaw cbe, 2007, 
Enamel on silver 
GRAHAM PYM

☛

magnifying glass to detect defects in 
students’ work. Undeterred, Campbell 
continued to work with enamel in more 
experimental ways back in Edinburgh 
encouraged by her tutors Stephen 
Bottomley and Susan Cross, as well as 
visiting tutors Elizabeth and Jessica Turrell. 
Her work favours a balance of  simple 
circular forms enriched with blocks of  matt 
enamel, alongside a dynamic geometry of  
oxidised silver elements. The jewellery has 
an understated elegance less evident in the 
opulence of  traditional enamel surfaces.

Bristol-based Elizabeth Turrell has been 
an important catalyst in recent years for 
some of  these enamel experiments through 
her research into different technical and 
historical uses of  enamel. She has always 
been interested in applying her research to 
explore the artistic potential of  enamel, 
stimulated in part by her scholarly interest 
in the cultural role of  industrially produced 
enamel badges. This interest has catalysed 
a growing number of  projects and 
exhibitions internationally, including the 
recent, powerful Flowers of  War wreath – 
composed of  hundreds of  enamel pins – in 
collaboration with New Zealand artist 
Kirsten Haydon. Turrell’s focus on the role 
of  enamel badges as emblems of  memory 
and markers of  identity, status and 
achievement in human affairs through time 
also highlights the many historical and 
contemporary reasons that jewellery is 
worn. In 2007, Turrell worked with the 
Museum der Arbeit in Hamburg, home to 
a vast collection of  enamel badges, to 
create an exhibition in which leading 
European designers such as Wendy 
Ramshaw were invited to create a 
contemporary response to the form. 

Ramshaw wrote in the exhibition 
catalogue of  her memories of  ‘a school 
shield-shaped badge... enamelled the most 
marvellous transparent blue… each one of  
us was proud of  our shield’. For Turrell’s 
show, Ramshaw designed a series of  

circular brooches with radiating bands of  
blue and white enamel. The design drew, 
in part, from an image formed in the 
artist’s mind after hearing polar explorer 
Ann Daniels’ description of  seeing 
‘rainbows around the sun’ in the South Pole. 
With characteristic élan, Ramshaw took 
this image into resonant form creating what 
she termed ‘badges of  optimism’ for the 
future. Enamel for Ramshaw was of  course 
only one amongst many materials used 
from paper to ceramic, gold and platinum. 
Yet her willingness to experiment across 
media gave her approach to enamel a 
unique quality – firing gold dust with black 
enamel, for example, inspired by her earlier 
Wedgwood collaborations, and setting 
asymmetric bands of  colour into lathe-
turned circular grooves in silver and gold 
beads for a series of  dramatic and elegant 

necklaces. Making enamel necklaces 
became a form of  reflective practice for 
Ramshaw, who described working on them 
as one of  the joys of  her creative life.

This sense of  love and devotion to 
enamel processes comes across in 
conversation with many jewellers exploring 
the art now. Ann Little talks of  finding the 
process of  enamelling ‘inspiring and 
spontaneous’ whilst acknowledging the 
important presence of  tutor Bill Kirk when 
a student at Edinburgh College of  Art in 
the 1990s. He was ‘a wonderful teacher 
who could answer any question… and 
suggest solutions when you had broken all 
the rules’. Kirk is probably a lesser-known 
presence in the field of  enamel, devoting 
most of  his professional life to teaching in 
Edinburgh and Glasgow and working as a 
silversmith, but he was a superb craftsman. 
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Little’s work, as with Ramshaw’s, 
extends the formal range of  enamel 
jewellery exemplified by a recent series of  
enamel necklaces shown at the Scottish 
Gallery in 2018. Necklaces are built up 
from asymmetric fabricated silver tubes, 
sometimes sprouting buds of  brilliant 
colour, reflecting the artist’s study of  the 
natural world around her rural Scottish 
studio. Surfaces are matt, rubbed back to 
resemble stone and ceramic and have, like 
those materials, a subtle, tactile quality.

Tactility is a quality also valued by 
Jessica Turrell – a graduate of  Central Saint 
Martins where she was taught by Jane Short 
and now teaches part-time. She has 
combined studies in jewellery, enamel and 
printmaking and talks of  creating works 
that “attain a tactile delicacy”. The glossy, 
reflective surfaces of  traditional enamel are 
in many ways not inviting to touch and this 
emphasis on tactility highlights the sensory 
potential of  wearing jewellery. Turrell 
builds up layered, monochrome graphic 
surfaces – often freehand-drawing hundreds 
of  lines both under and over the enamel – 
creating rich visual patterns that intrigue 
the eye. Her influence as a teacher can be 
seen in the works of  emerging makers such 
as Scarlett Cohen-French in Glasgow whose 
lively, architectonic forms make free use of  
industrial enamel techniques. 

Drawing and painting can often be 
parallel practices for enamellers. Drawing 
is central to the practice of  Edinburgh 
designer Susan Cross as a way of  
developing ideas for her intricate, fluid 
precious-metal jewellery inspired by textile 
processes. In recent years, Cross has 
extended her drawing directly into enamel 
surfaces following a period of  research with 
Elizabeth Turrell in Bristol. Cross had 
originally studied enamelling as a student 
in the 1980s under master enameller Alan 
Mudd at Middlesex University but had 
been deterred by “rather restricting and 
limiting processes”. Working with an 

industrial wet-process enamel technique 
learnt from Turrell, she is now excited by 
how “the subtleties, nuances and sensitivity 
of  mark making that drawing allows can 
communicate through jewellery”.

Jacqueline Ryan is one of  the few uk-
trained jewellers in recent years (now 
working in Italy) to explore a new dialogue 
between gold and enamel. Ryan briefly 
studied enamelling with Jane Short whilst 
a student at West Surrey College of  Art, but 
her principal focus became anodised 
aluminium, attracted by the deep saturated 
colours possible. However, whilst a Royal 
College of  Art postgraduate, she studied 
with visiting American enamel artist Jamie 
Bennett, whose approach she found 

“painterly and inspiring”, laying the seeds 
for her return to the medium. Her first gold 
and enamel work appeared in 1996, 
following her move to gold and to Padua 
in 1992. Inspired by the rich forms and 
colours of  nature, Ryan has developed a 
unique sculptural approach to enamel 
jewellery with exquisitely crafted brooches, 
necklaces and rings constructed from 
multiple elements, which often have moving 
parts to capture light when worn. 

Ryan, like Conway, has great respect for 
the technical demands of  enamel – as she 
says, “Glass and metal are partners but they 
don’t always get on… they have very 
different molecular structures... and enamel 
is not like paint… also different enamel 
colours have very different properties… just 
to complicate matters.” But for Ryan, as for 
all the different designers considered here, 
an experimental approach to the demands 
of  the art has resulted in some striking 
contemporary jewellery that manages  
to balance technical prowess with 
contemporary aesthetic and conceptual 
concerns that are finding growing  
support from clients both nationally  
and internationally. ✦ 

Opposite Balance Necklace No. 3 
by Jessica Turrell, 2017, vitreous 
enamel on etched copper, 
oxidised silver 
JO HOUNSOME

Below Cones pendant by 
Jacqueline Ryan, 1999, 18ct gold, 
vitreous enamel 
THE ARTIST
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A N YO N E  AT T E N D I N G  A N  E V E N T  AT  T H E  G O L D S M I T H S ’ 

Centre will have seen the prominence given to the name of  Agas 
Harding. She was the widow of  Robert Harding, a 16th-century 
Prime Warden. Five hundred years after her death, her generous 
bequest of  property (then a garden outside the city) is still making 
a real impact. She enabled us to fund the building of  the 
Goldsmiths’ Centre, as the Agas Harding Suite on the top floor 
there reminds us, and the income we get from the rents of  office 
buildings on her land plays a significant part in funding our 
activities today. We are right to honour her.

Agas Harding wasn’t the first person to have entrusted the 
Company with administering their charitable donations and 
bequests. The 1334 book of  minutes, the earliest record in our 
archives, lists people in need whom the Company was helping.  
A long line of  Goldsmiths since then has enabled us to support 
people in our trade and wider charitable, educational and  
cultural partners.

Life is, of  course, very different today. There are many other 
state and charitable organisations providing welfare services that 
did not exist when Company members made bequests to endow 
the Company to do charitable work. Charitable giving is very 
personal and many people pick out a number of  causes they want 
to support. It may also be tempting for our members to think that 
the Company Charity can do well enough without their help. 

Our Court believes, however, that new generations of  
Goldsmiths should be proud to help fund charitable work in the 
same generous spirit of  philanthropy as our predecessors, rather 
than depend on past largesse. This would extend our charitable 

reach as a direct result of  our own efforts. It would also strengthen 
the Company’s reputation and overall ability to contribute to 
national life in the long term if  more of  our members were 
generous, not just with their time and expertise, but financially. 

Over the past year we have been looking at how, as we move 
towards the Company’s 700th anniversary in 2027, we can enthuse 
and engage everyone in our membership about contributing 
financially to the extent that they feel they can manage. We are 
enormously grateful to those who already give. But the number 
of  givers could be higher: indeed, the percentage of  our members 
giving is arguably as important to the Company as the amount 
they give.

So we are winding up the Members’ Charitable Fund – which 
has paid for some really worthwhile charitable work – and 
launching the 1327 Fund (named after the date of  our first Royal 
Charter). This will offer members a choice: to support young 
people in our trade in ways that we could not otherwise do given 
all our other charitable commitments; or, alternatively, to contribute 
to non-trade charitable and educational partnerships. We will be 
filling in the details in the coming months. We hope to inspire all 
Goldsmiths to join in and by doing so help the Company and its 
Charity to contribute even more effectively to national life for 
generations to come. ✦

PHILANTHROPY 
IN THE COMPANY: 

THE 1327 FUND

First Book of Ordinances: ‘for 
legacies and bequests of money’, 
circa 1478. Archive: The Worshipful 
Company of Goldsmiths 
RICHARD VALENCIA

DAVID REDDAWAY 
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NICHOLAS HILLIARD, 
GOLDSMITH AND PAINTER

DR ELIZABETH GOLDRING

‘ … a hand, or eye 
By Hilliard drawn, is worth an history,
By a worse painter made … ’
 
  — John Donne, The Storme (c.1597) 

N I C H O L A S  H I L L I A R D ,  P O R T R A I T  P A I N T E R  T O 

Elizabeth i and James i, was buried in St Martin-in-the-Fields, at 
the western end of  London’s Strand, in 1619. Born into a family 
of  Exeter goldsmiths at the tail-end of  Henry viii’s reign, Hilliard 
was about 72 at the time of  his death. For nearly 60 of  those years, 
he had been associated with the Goldsmiths’ Company: first as an 
apprentice to Robert Brandon, one of  Queen Elizabeth’s Royal 
Goldsmiths; then as a freeman, in which capacity Hilliard was 
based for most of  his career on Gutter Lane, just around the corner 
from Goldsmiths’ Hall. Hilliard’s extraordinary journey from the 
West Country to the heart of  the Tudor and Stuart courts is 
intertwined with the history of  this Company – and richly 
documented in its Wardens’ Accounts and other archival materials, 
which I had the privilege of  consulting while researching my new 
biography, Nicholas Hilliard: Life of  an Artist.

Like his heroes Hans Holbein the Younger and Albrecht Dürer, 
Hilliard worked in a wide range of  media. As a freeman, he 
oversaw a workshop that variously made jewellery, designed images 
for printer-booksellers, illuminated legal documents, devised 
medals and seals and last, but by no means least, painted portraits. 
These ranged from life-sized oil paintings, such as the ‘faire picture 
in greate’ of  Queen Elizabeth that he promised to paint for 
Goldsmiths’ Hall, to exquisitely detailed portrait miniatures: tiny 
images, some no bigger than a modern watch-face, executed in 
watercolour on vellum. Those who sat to Hilliard include Mary, 
Queen of  Scots, explorers Sir Francis Drake and Sir Walter Ralegh, 
royal favourites the Earls of  Leicester and Essex, Shakespeare’s 
patron the Earl of  Southampton, and the future Charles i – in 
short, virtually everybody who was anybody at the Elizabethan 
and Jacobean courts. Hilliard was the first native-born English 
artist to acquire a reputation for excellence both at home, where 
poets such as John Donne sang his praises, and abroad, where his 
miniatures were admired by members of  the Medici, Valois, 
Habsburg and Bourbon dynasties.

How did the son of  a provincial goldsmith become so celebrated 
for his paintings that contemporary writers – including Sir John 
Harington, Francis Meres and Henry Peacham – hailed him as 
England’s answer to the greats of  Antiquity and Renaissance Italy 
and, by extension, the founding father of  English art? In The Arte 
of  Limning, a treatise on painting-cum-autobiography, Hilliard, then 

in his early fifties, offered his own answer. Writing with an eye 
towards posterity, he cast himself  as destined for greatness from 
the start – thereby setting a trap for his future biographers. But, as 
in all lives, chance and contingency had a role to play in Hilliard’s 
– never more so than in the case of  his apprenticeship with Brandon, 
who, in addition to supplying plate to the royal household, acted 
as money-lender and banker to Queen Elizabeth’s powerful 
favourite, the Earl of  Leicester. It was a plum opportunity that 
catapulted the teenaged Hilliard into the heart of  the Elizabethan 
mercantile establishment and put him on the fringes of  the 
court elite.

Hilliard’s period of  servitude, from 13 November, 1562 to 
29 July, 1569, was almost exactly contemporaneous with that of  
his younger brother John, who was apprenticed to Edward Gylberd, 
another leading member of  this Company. But precisely how the 
brothers came to be bound to these particular masters has never 
been satisfactorily explained. It was thus incredibly exciting to 
discover, while researching my new book, evidence in the Company 
archives that throughout 1561 the boys’ father, Richard, exchanged 
‘seuerall lettres’ with both Brandon and Gylberd. The letters 
themselves do not survive. But it is clear from the Wardens’ 
Accounts that the catalyst for these communications was the 
discovery by Francis Courtenay of  Exeter (a member of  one of  
the oldest families in the West Country), that a gold chain he had 
purchased some years earlier from one ‘Thomas Delyle’ of  London 
was, in fact, ‘deceitfully stuffed with leade’.

Richard seems to have discovered the fakery in February 1561 
– presumably while assessing or repairing the chain for Courtenay 
– and immediately alerted this Company. For the following nine 
months he corresponded regularly about the matter with both 
Brandon and Gylberd. Eventually Richard travelled up from Exeter 
to discuss the matter in person at Goldsmiths’ Hall, where in 
October 1561 he met Brandon, Gylberd and the Company 
Wardens. We cannot know at what point in Richard’s dealings 
with Brandon and Gylberd the idea arose that his two eldest sons 
might be bound to them. But whatever the precise sequence of  
events, it is surely no coincidence that, a little over a year after this 
meeting at Goldsmiths’ Hall, Nicholas Hilliard commenced the 
apprenticeship that was to change his life – and the course of  
English art. ✦

Nicholas Hilliard: Life of an Artist (Yale, 2019) is published to 
mark the 400th anniversary of  Hilliard’s death.

Self-portrait by Nicholas Hilliard, 
1577, watercolour on vellum 
© VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM, 
LONDON
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I N  D E C E M B E R  2 0 1 6  T H E  L E A D E R S  O F  T W O

Gravesend primary schools travelled to Goldsmiths’ Hall with a 
proposal. The hypothesis was simple: with support from the 
Goldsmiths’ Company they would engage a specialist mathematics 
teacher for four years with the requisite experience and expertise 
to support and guide teachers working in the most challenging of  
circumstances. The aim was to raise aspirations and outcomes in 
mathematics across three school communities in an area of  high 
socio-economic deprivation.

The correlation between the standard of  education and success 
in later life is well documented and, for King’s Farm, Lawn and 
Whitehill Primary Schools, it was vitally important they become 
endowed with the necessary leadership to ensure their pupils 
receive the highest quality education possible, regardless of  their 
background. A school brimming with expert, equipped and 
confident teachers is a school where pupils have the opportunity 
to flourish. As much as I believe that anyone who sets his or her 
mind to teaching can indeed learn to teach, I believe just as strongly 
that every pupil has the capacity to become a proficient and 
confident mathematician.

As the mathematics specialist tasked with this challenge, I begin 
each conversation with, “How can I help you?” I want to 
understand how I can help the school, the teacher or any person 
interested in helping pupils to enhance their mathematical 
understanding. This is about investment in teachers – staff are 
guided and trusted with their own professional development  
with the expectation that, by the end of  the four years of  the 
project, they will feel they have renewed expertise and confidence 
in mathematics education.

As one teacher reflected, “The impact on my practice has been 
massive. I now frequently look for ways to challenge and develop 
ideas, trying to balance understanding and reasoning with practice 
and fluency.”

One teaching assistant joined the gcse mathematics course 
citing a long absence since studying the subject. They commented, 

“I found it difficult working in Key Stage 2 classes and didn’t want 
to appear incompetent in front of  the children.” They continued, 

“I now feel more confident with all aspects of  maths and would be 
happy to cover all year groups at short notice.”

Through this process, our objective has been to raise the 
ambitions of  pupils, to open their eyes to the beauty and relevancy 
of  mathematics, and with it the potential to open doors to the 
working world and the feelings of  self-worth and self-esteem that 
are bound up with everyday mathematical literacy.

As one senior leader commented, “Participation in the project 
has been beneficial for our pupils as it has helped to improve their 
use of  mathematical language and supported inexperienced 
teachers with their planning and provided challenges for all pupils, 
each of  which has been one of  our school’s priorities. The resources 
and professional development provided to parents, pupils and staff 
have also helped improve the school’s delivery and pedagogy  
in mathematics.”

The engagement with mathematics in the everyday world and 
the development of  the collective community’s attitude to 
mathematics is something we hope to shape over the coming years 
and will be just as much a measure of  success as the outcomes for 
pupils at the end of  Key Stage 2. To this end, the Gravesham 
Festival of  Mathematics is held annually in the town square, along 
with many parent-and-child workshops centred around maths and 
games, both digital and traditional. It has seen record numbers of  
parents join to develop their knowledge and bond with their 
children in an inviting, non-threatening environment that provides 
them with the skills to support their children at home.

When asked about maths at school, one year 5 student declared: 
“Maths was never my favourite subject (even though I was brilliant 
at it) but when Mr Mackle came, he made maths one of  my 
favourite subjects because the way structures and methods are 
explained is so much more clear. My teacher makes all the methods 
fun. For example, this morning I was learning how to multiply 
unlike fractions and it was so simple and enjoyable. Maths is really 
important because we use it every day when we buy things or in 
the jobs we will do. We can all enjoy maths and understand it.”

We believe that something very special is happening in 
Gravesend: something almost impossible to express in a few 
hundred words but something we think others would be interested 
to see for themselves. Our doors are always open and we would 
love you to join us on our journey as our schools and their 
communities continue to flourish. As one parent remarked at the 
end of  our most recent parent-and-child boardgame session, 

“Spending more time with the family, playing games and learning 
at the same time. Please do it again, more sessions like this are 
welcome.” And if  encouraging one family to grow closer together 
while engaging in mathematics is all we achieve – and I don’t think 
it will be – then we really couldn’t ask for more than that. ✦

‘Something very special’: 
Supporting Maths in Gravesend

JULIA SKUPNY

KIERAN MACKLE, Specialist Teacher and Collaboration Lead,  
The Gravesham Mathematics Collaboration
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The Prison Reform Trust
CIORSDAN BROWN

T H E  P R I S O N  R E F O R M  T RU S T  ( P RT )  I S  A N  I N D E P E N D E N T 

uk charity working to create a just, humane and effective penal 
system. Its main objectives are to reduce unnecessary imprisonment 
and promote community solutions to crime, improve treatment 
and conditions for prisoners and their families, and promote 
equality and human rights in the justice system.

In October 2018, the Goldsmiths’ Company Charity awarded 
the Prison Reform Trust a grant of  £20,000 a year for two years 
towards the employment of  a trainee Prisoner Policy Network 
(ppn) Coordinator within the organisation, a position to be taken 
up by a prisoner Released on Temporary Licence (rotl). We 
interviewed Paula Harriott, the Head of  Prisoner Engagement, 
and asked her to explain the importance of  the ppn to  
prison reform. 

What is the ppn and how did it come about? 
 The ppn is a free-to-join membership network bringing together 
people with lived experience of  imprisonment, their relatives, and 
partner organisations in order to give prisoners a stronger influence 
in policymaking. 

Our aim is to grow the evidence base used for developing wide-
ranging national policy initiatives and create a national framework 
for consultation in the prison sector. Finally, and perhaps most 
importantly, we want to identify, develop and support emerging 
prisoner leaders in prison, with a view to creating a pipeline for 
them into the criminal justice workforce on release. One of  the 
key values of  the network is that every interaction with a prisoner 
is not based on extraction but mutual and reciprocal exchange of  
knowledge.

In conversations I’ve had with policymakers, there has been an 
interest in involving prisoners more widely in policy discussions 
but often there is no mechanism or framework in place. It was in 
response to those sorts of  conversations that we decided to create 
the ppn.

What has been the response to the ppn from prison staff 
and serving prisoners? 
 The response has been really encouraging. At our launch event 
at hmp Grendon in July 2018, we had a range of  policymakers, 
current and former prisoners, governors, academics and 
representatives from various Voluntary Service Organisations who 
all contributed to our first consultation. The energy in the room 
was fantastic and we have carried on in that collaborative fashion 
over the past 10 months. We have partnered with more than 26 
different organisations and reached more than 1500 people with 
lived experience and that number continues to grow. Prisoners are 
now organising their own ppn discussion groups, gathering 
responses to our consultation questions and reporting back to us.  

It’s really developing into something that has the potential to  
grow enormously.

Are there any barriers that might affect your work in  
this area?
 The key barrier, and it is a real problem, is how to manage the 
sheer level of  demand from prisoners and other organisations that 
wish to engage with our work. Every week we have a big stack of  
letters that need answering, emails that need reading and meetings 
to attend. Add to that the scale of  the endeavour when visiting 
prisons – this round of  consultation will involve visiting close to 
30 – and it’s no mean feat for a small team. We have relied on the 
generosity of  our colleagues to accompany us on visits. At this rate 
of  growth, we will seriously struggle to manage the administrative 
side of  things, so that is one of  the areas where the rotl trainee 
will be really important.

You also include people who have lived experience of  
prison and are back in the community. Why is this 
important and how were you able to do this? 
 I think for any movement or project to be successful you need 
a plurality of  views and experiences. Answering the big policy 
questions requires a diversity of  opinion and recognition that, 
though the prison system tends to apply a ‘one size fits all’ policy 
towards prisoners, each individual experiences the system in 
different ways. Therefore, any research or consultation must reflect 
and acknowledge that diversity. We have worked with many 
partners who are delivering services for former prisoners in the 
community, many of  them run by people with lived experience. 
Through them we have been able to reach people we wouldn’t be 
able to reach otherwise, as well as draw on the insights and 
expertise that these partner organisations bring. It makes a big 
difference having experts in the field working alongside us.

Does your work include both male and female prisoners?
 Yes, and we’re looking to increase the number of  female 
prisoners that we include in our latest consultation. We are in the 
process of  arranging visits to Eastwood Park, Foston Hall and 
Gloucester Women’s Centre, and have worked with our partner 
organisation Anawim to speak to some women who have been 
through the criminal justice system.

Is there anything you would like to say to The Goldsmiths’ 
Company Charity and its members about prisons and 
prisoner rehabilitation or about the grant that was 
awarded?

A very heartfelt “Thank you!” ✦

Drawings of the launch of the first 
Prisoner Policy Network report 
entitled ‘What incentives work in 
prison’ held at hmp Coldingley 
ERIKA FLOWERS
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The Jewish Museum refers to the term Judaica 
as artefacts made for ritual use in Judaism. 
Often the works of  skilled goldsmiths and 
silversmiths, they were among the first objects 
collected and exhibited in the Jewish museums 
that sprang up all over Europe at the turn of  
the 20th century. This was part of  a wider  
trend to research the past, collect expressions  
of  rapidly changing traditions and set up 
museums. It is also since then that Judaica have 
traditionally been divided into three groups 
according to their use: in the synagogue; at 
home; and personal items. 

      JUDAICA: 
       CRAFTSMANSHIP IN  
THE SERVICE  
 OF THE SPIRIT KATHRIN PIEREN
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T H E  C E N T R E P I E C E  A T  T H E

synagogue is the Torah scroll. Because of  
its holy character, it is highly decorated with 
silver finials usually called by their Hebrew 
name rimmonim (pomegranates) and/or a 
Torah crown. It is wrapped in a decorated 
and often embroidered mantle or a wooden 
or metal container stored in a special 
cupboard, the ark of  the covenant, and 
accompanied by a skilfully crafted pointer 
(yad) to follow the text while reading. Other 
things used in synagogues encompass the 
eternal light suspended in front of  the ark 
or the cover of  the reading desk. 

While we do not have physical items 
dating from before the 1500s due to 
pogroms, migrations and the medieval 
habit of  melting down precious metal to 
make new things, depictions in ancient 
manuscripts and buildings testify a long 
tradition of  making items for ritual use. 
Already, the Bible contains references to the 
craftsmanship required to build and adorn 
the place of  worship, and rabbinical 
writings from the first centuries ad 
prescribe the principle of  hiddur mitzvah, the 
beautification of  the commandment, 
meaning that artefacts that are as beautiful 
as can be obtained or afforded shall be used. 
Wealthier members donated many items in 
the synagogue. Yet they could also be made 
from rededicated materials, such as ark 
curtains and Torah mantles made from fine 
household textiles. 

Among the most important rituals in 
observant households are those relating to 
the Sabbath, which have also generated 
their own material culture, including 
candlesticks and goblets for the blessings 
(the so called kiddush cups) or the covers of  
the plaited challah breads eaten on the 
Sabbath that were embroidered by the 
women of  the household. Among other 
things, to mark the end of  the Sabbath the 
besamim boxes, sometimes made in the 
shape of  a small tower, and full of  spices, 
are passed around the table. One of  the 
many other things used in the home (and 

also, often in a different style, at the 
synagogue) is the Hanukah lamp (Hanukiah), 
lit once a year to commemorate the victory 
of  the Jews over the Syrian Greeks in the 
second century bc and the rededication of  
the temple in Jerusalem. 

The Jewish Museum London has the 
earliest known English Hanukah lamp, 
made for Elias Lindo and his wife Rachel 
Lopes Ferreira to celebrate their wedding 
in 1709. Hanukah lamps have been made 
from a wide range of  materials, including 
pewter, stone, brass and wood, depending 
on the wealth of  the owner and the material 
available in a particular region. The shape 
of  the Lindo lamp is one of  four traditional 
designs: it has an ornate backplate that 
works as a reflector to the eight oil lights 
that are situated on a bench underneath. 
The ninth oil container, sat atop the lamp, 
is reserved for the ‘helper’, the light that 
lights all the others. 

The lamp was made by John Ruslen, a 
Christian silversmith who worked for the 
Bevis Marks Synagogue in the City of  
London of  which Lindo was a member for 
nearly 30 years. He also made several very 
elaborate salvers with beautiful repoussé 
work that the community donated to the 
Lord Mayor of  London as a sign of  their 
loyalty and gratitude for his protection 
(other religious minorities felt the same 
need). Although obviously made for 
Hanukah, the lamp has stylistic elements 
of  the late Baroque and resembles secular 
wall sconces of  the period. 

To the last group of  Judaica, the 
personal items, belong pieces of  personal 
attire such as the prayer shawls, skullcaps, 
prayer phylacteries and ornate wedding 
contracts, as well as numerous amulets, 
many of  them made in precious metal  
but sometimes also drawn on long pieces 
of  paper.

It is important to remember that the 
many gold and silver items used in private, 
which often feature prominently in Jewish 
museums, have always been the preserve 

of  the select few. Today, factory-produced 
Hanukah lamps are just as common as the 
lamps lovingly made by children out of  old 
bottle tops. In the past, the poorest people 
might have used walnut shells and even 
scooped out potatoes to use as oil containers, 
as it was hard enough to source the 
expensive oil. Moreover, a regular glass or 
cup can serve for blessings and everyday 
candlesticks can be used on the Sabbath 
while regular plates can replace those 
especially made for the festivals of  Purim 
or Passover. Museums did not collect these 
because, unless the context of  their use was 
known, they would not have been collected 
as Judaica. Moreover, the curators of  the 
past were more interested in the exclusive, 
exceptional and outstanding rather than in 
the everyday.

One thing that becomes obvious when 
looking at the Judaica from all over the 
world on display at the Jewish Museum 
London and other Jewish museums, is that 
each object manifests a particular interplay 
between its ritual function, the materials 
available in a certain region and period, the 
craftsmanship of  a specific maker and the 
styles typical of  a particular age. It is 
therefore exciting to see new Judaica being 
produced and to find out how contemporary 
craf tsmen and craf tswomen have 
interpreted the prescription of  beautifying 
worship by applying modern techniques, a 
contemporary stylistic language and their 
idiosyncratic approach.

Previous Hanukiah by Nan Nan 
Liu, 2018, sterling silver, silver 
wire, rolled, hammered, puk 
welded and soldered 
Private Collection 
YESHEN VENEMA 

Opposite Hanukah lamp by  
John Ruslen for Elias Lindo,1709 
JEWISH MUSEUM LONDON 
COLLECTION
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NAN NAN LIU  
Hanukiah, 2018 (Page 39) 

“My style is very fluid, and so I had to balance that with the 
requirement to have eight candles perfectly level and equally 
spaced. For this commission I began with a sketch and made a 
paper model, moving back and forth between the design and 
making process to create the design. 

“My work is spontaneous and organically formed and I applied 
the same principles to this commission while keeping the inherent 
function in mind. 

“The object is made in two parts - the centre of  the wave holds 
the eight candles and the outside frame gives it the support.  
I created a special tool that enabled me to evenly place the 
candleholders. The individual wires were rolled, hammered, filed 
and then soldered to create this challenging form. This was  
my first Judaica commission, I enjoyed learning about the  
culture and knowing that my work will become a cherished  
family heirloom.”

ADI TOCH 
Pitom Spice Holder, 2010, and Ceremonial Cup, 2015 

“I look at sensorial experiences and rituals that bring people 
together. When I was commissioned by the same family to make 
a spice container and a couple of  years later a Kiddush cup, it felt 
like a natural continuation of  my work. 

“The spice holder is used to mark the end of  the Shabbat 
Festival; it is handed around so that those present can awaken their 
senses by smelling the clove it contains. The round and curvaceous 
base is designed to fit in the hand and to move gently on the table 
to disperse the scent. I have fond memories of  my grandmother 

using an etrog (citron) as a holder for cloves and the container echoes 
the citron’s form. 

“The ceremonial cup was shaped initially to a traditional wine-
cup form, which was then cut, twisted and re-joined while leaving 
the rim intact. The vessel’s split construction resonates with notions 
of  sharing and refers to the ceremony of  the blessing of  the wine 
that is shared around the table.”

Stephanie Souroujon speaks to modern makers reinterpreting and transforming 
Judaica’s ancient forms through contemporary craftsmanship:

Pitom Spice Holder and 
Ceremonial Cup, by Adi Toch 
2010 and 2015 
 
Holder: Britannia silver, hand 
raised and fabricated 
Cup: Britannia silver, gold  
plated interior, hand raised  
and fabricated 
Private Collection  
RICHARD VALENCIA 

Yad by Vicki Ambery-Smith, 2018, 
silver and gold plate 
Private Collection  
VICKI AMBERY-SMITH

 
VICKI AMBERY-SMITH 
Yad, 2018 
 
“I was commissioned by an American collector to make a Yad 
(Torah pointer). I had been working on another commission linked 
to Bevis Marks Synagogue and thought the important London 
landmark would suit the finial well. The body is silver with gold-
plated olive and vine leaves; I looked at historical pointers and 
noticed that many end up in a shape of  a closed hand with the 
index finger extended. In order not to damage the Torah 
parchment, the finger has been filed down to create a soft edge.”
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Rimonim by Tamar de Vries 
Winter, 2006, silver and enamel. 
Sukkat Shalom Synagogue, 
Edinburgh 
PETER MENNIM 

Hanukiah by Tamar de Vries 
Winter, 2015, enamelled stainless 
steel base, sterling silver 
candleholders 
Private Collection   
HELENA ANDERSON

Hanukiah, 2015 
 

“A contemporary take on an ancient object, the Hanukiah reflects 
my tie to Jerusalem. On recent visits, I took a series of  photographs 
of  the old and new City. Jerusalem is important to me because it’s 
where I was born but it is also a place of  history and conflict.

“My photographic images of  the city’s olive trees are printed 
and fused onto the enamelled steel plate that forms the top surface. 
The sterling-silver candleholders are magnetically attached to the 
base, so that they can be moved as the user sees fit thus engaging 
with the owner in a playful process and allowing him or her to 
take an active part in the design process.

I capture and print images into enamel, as it allows the record 
to endure. This process provides a powerful tool for transforming 
images of  past and present into permanent ritual objects.” ✦

TAMAR DE VRIES WINTER 

Rimonim, 2006

“The natural world, especially trees, weaves through much of  my 
work. For the rimonim (Torah finials) I looked at branches of  the 
Tree of  Life. They are fringed with oval tubes; rather than using 
traditional bells I was inspired by wind chimes in a tree.”  
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M A K I N G  P R E C I O U S  J E W E L L E RY  TO DAY  C A N  I N VO LV E  A

sprint across several millennia of  human ingenuity. Techniques 
that would have been familiar to the Romans rub shoulders with 
leading-edge technologies – such as laser sintering – that are set 
to have a profound effect on the industry. Understanding how 
precious metals behave in relation to this rapid innovation is 
increasingly important. Few institutions are more aware of  this 
than the London Assay Office, which has instigated several 
initiatives to improve and share knowledge in this field. 

The first to be announced aims to ensure that the uk renews 
its technical expertise in metallurgy for the jewellery industry. In 
November 2018, the Goldsmiths’ Company Charity announced 
that it would support three new PhD studentships at the University 
of  Cambridge. Embedded in the University’s Department of  
Materials Science and Metallurgy, the studentships will help 
position the uk as a leader in precious-metals research. 

Professor Paul Midgley is the Head of  the Department, and 
gave The Goldsmiths’ Review his view on why this project  
is so important.  

ELENI BIDE

Safeguarding the Future  
of 

This is a significant research initiative. Why is Cambridge 
the right partner to realise the Company’s ambitions for 
encouraging discovery in this area? 

The Cambridge Materials Science and Metallurgy Department 
has a century-long connection with the Goldsmiths’ Company and 
the study of  metals and metal alloys. The Department has always 
maintained a core strength in this area and is committed to 
supporting metallurgical research going forward. We’re delighted 
to have this opportunity of  working with the Goldsmiths to study 
precious metals.

Why do you think the higher-education sector hasn’t 
focussed on metallurgy for the jewellery industry in 
recent years? 

I think there has always been an interest in the he sector in 
precious metal research but this may have increased in recent years 
with the use of  precious metals for new applications across many 
sciences outside the jewellery industry.

Now novel analysis and processing of  precious metals and alloys 
has led to renewed interest across a range of  topics pertinent to 
the industry, including: precious-metal additive manufacturing; 
improved investment casting platinum alloys; surface decoration, 
wear and abrasion protection; improved analytical techniques for 

Metallurg y for Jewellery
Opposite The complexity of 
services used to drive high 
power microscopes at 
Cambridge’s Department  
of Materials Science  
and Metallurgy 
JULIA SKUPNY

assaying of  precious metals; the application of  nanotechnology of  
precious metals for decorative purposes; smart jewellery 
(incorporating sensors); and improved intermetallic alloys for 
coloured precious metals.

Do you think the University can benefit from exchanging 
knowledge with the jewellery industry? 

Yes, both sides can benefit. As an example, the use of  precious 
metals in novel metallic alloys has become of  increasing interest 
in recent years. Some of  the alloying techniques of  use in materials 
research mirror those that have been used in the jewellery industry 
over many generations. With modern techniques, modelling  
and analysis, alloying can become a more quantitative and 
predictive method; this would benefit both academia and the 
jewellery industry.

The subjects of  the first two PhDs have been announced. 
Could you explain what they are about and why they  
are exciting? 

The first looks at ‘Investigating precious-metal shape-memory 
alloys’. This studentship will investigate the transformational 
behaviour of  precious-metal-containing shape-memory alloys. 
Shape-memory alloys are able to both sustain reasonable 

mechanical loads and offer functional behaviour through 
macroscopic movement. As a result, huge opportunities for these 
materials exist across a wide spectrum of  industrial sectors but 
fundamental research is required to identify suitable alloy systems, 
understand their underlying behaviour and tailor their properties 
to a given application.

The second studentship is titled ‘Metallic glasses based on 
precious metals’, and focuses on the development and 
characterisation of  metallic glasses based on precious metals, 
particularly gold. Precious metals, in their usual polycrystalline 
form, have desirable properties for application in jewellery and 
electronics but they are soft and lack scratch resistance.

Metallic glasses have exceptionally high hardness and scratch 
resistance and, furthermore, are susceptible to thermoplastic 
forming, which means they are mouldable at relatively  
low temperatures.

However, much remains to be done to explore the properties 
and potential applications of  precious-metal glasses. Some of  the 
themes the project will focus on will be mechanical properties, 
possible decorative patterns, and chemical stability including 
tarnish resistance.

The research initiative at the Cambridge Materials Science and 
Metallurgy Department is complemented by industry-focussed 
programmes such as the Jewellery Materials Congress, held at 
Goldsmiths’ Hall in July 2019. Together they represent the 
commitment of  the Goldsmiths’ Company and its Assay Office 
to ensuring that the jewellery and silversmithing industry is 
equipped to make the most of  new technological opportunities 
now and in the future. ✦

Above Undergraduate 
students’ practical 
session in one of the 
teaching laboratories 
JULIA SKUPNY
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Being an artist is not something you do, it is 
something you are. It affects how you see the 
world and how it speaks to you. Whatever  
the methods, tools and medium of  expression, 
the artist places her voice in everything  
she creates.

Newfoundland:  
Romilly Saumarez Smith
JANICE HOSEGOOD

☛

RO M I L LY  S AU M A R E Z  S M I T H  H A D  A C H I E V E D 

considerable success in the 25 years she spent in her 
practice as a bookbinder, before making the decision 
to leave that behind and become a jeweller. She had 
begun to incorporate metal elements into her 
bookbinding and found pleasure in working with this 
new material. Describing her early steps in jewellery, 
Romilly explains: “I knew very little about jewellery so 
I went on a course at Morley College with Barbara 
Christie and learned how to solder; I attended a 
weekend course at West Dean with Catherine 
Mannheim and then just sort of  got on with it.”

Romilly often speaks with passion about a family 
trip to Newfoundland and the profound effect it had 
on her emerging jewellery. An unexpectedly rough sea 
on a boat trip to an island cottage meant the boatman 
had to land away from the usual shoreline. “When we 
stepped off the boat, the ground was extraordinary,” 

Romilly recalls. “It was a lattice-work of  black twigs 
overlaid with mosses and lichens, studded with  
beautiful cloudberries and cranberries, like jewels. I 
felt that we were crossing land that had never been 
walked on before. It had a huge influence on how I 
made jewellery.”

A five-year break in Romilly’s developing jewellery 
came about with the purchase of  an 18th-century 
house in the East End of  London. Part-way through 
the house restoration, Romilly was diagnosed with 
multiple sclerosis. Walking became more difficult, 
although the fine motor skills in her hands were initially 
unaffected. Eventually, this movement was taken from 
her too and the condition left her paralysed from the 
neck down. “I had a very difficult few years where I 
tried to resign myself  to never working again,” Romilly 
says. It was during an exhibition of  Romilly’s bindings 
and jewellery at the Yale Centre for British Art in 2010, 
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Previous Romilly Saumarez 
Smith in her house in  
East London 
© LYDIA GOLDBLATT 2019 
 
Below 5 Picture Agates Necklace 
by Romilly Saumarez Smith,  
2018, picture agates, 18 ct gold, 
silver, pipe cut diamonds  
RICHARD VALENCIA

Page from Newfoundland,  
a collaboration between Romilly 
Saumarez Smith, Verdi Yahooda, 
Nicola Barnacle and Daniel 
Edwards, published by  
Mile End Press  
JULIA SKUPNY

that she was encouraged to consider a way 
of  getting back to making. “But I was fairly 
convinced that it wasn’t possible for me to 
make work that would still be my own, 
without using my hands,” she recalls.

During a visit from weaver Mary 
Restieaux, Romilly spoke to her about how 
friends were encouraging her to work again 
but that she didn’t know how to go about 
finding someone to help. Mary responded 
that she was not to worry, and that she 
would find someone.

Lucie Gledhill, a recent graduate from 
the Royal College of  Art, was working at 
Contemporary Applied Arts at the time: 

“Mary often visited the gallery where I 
worked and mentioned that she had a 

was sharing a studio with Anna Wales and 
made the introduction. Further along, the 
team became four, as Lucie and Anna 
connected Laura Ngyou to Romilly and the 
separate roles for each of  the craftswomen 
began to evolve.

Romilly explains: “What has been 
extraordinary is that their own work is very 
different but when they make for me, they 
are being my hands, with great generosity.” 
She has always fully acknowledged what 
her ‘translators’ have given to her: “I know 
that I would never have achieved the level 
of  technical skill that these three jewellers 
have and I feel truly fortunate to have their 
hands and abilities to realise my work.” 
During a presentation at Goldsmiths’ Fair 

in 2017, I tentatively asked Romilly if  her 
physical disability had enhanced her 
creative ability. “I’m able to just live in my 
head and it has deepened what goes on in 
my mind,” she said. “ I truly think that my 
imaginative skills have been improved.”

Never one for a quiet life, Romilly had 
a solo show at The Harley Gallery in 
Welbeck, Loss, Rediscovery and Rearrange ment 
in spring 2019, and she will also be 
exhibiting for the fourth time at Goldsmiths’ 
Fair later this year. There are plans 
emerging too for a further group exhibition 
of  Romilly’s work alongside individual 
collections by Lucie Gledhill, Anna Wales 
and Laura Ngyou, with more details to be 
announced soon.

friend she’d like me to meet,” Lucie 
remembers. “ But she didn’t say any more 
than that. It was very cryptic.” 

“Daphne Krinos, Martina Margetts and 
Mary formed the interview panel that I 
hope was quite informal but was probably 
rather intimidating for Lucie,” Romilly 
recalls of  their first meeting. “She seemed 
great and when she started to work here, in 
a tiny room that apparently had once been 
for powdering wigs, we talked at length 
about how my imagination was influenced 
by books, the landscape and the sea, etc. 
She had the brilliant idea of  looking 
through scraps that hadn’t quite worked out, 
which I think helped her to get into my way 
of  working.”

The two women quickly established a 
strong working relationship and the tiny 
annexe on the second floor of  Romilly’s 
home became the studio where they 
worked. Importantly, they began to create 
a unique communication style to assist 
Romilly in explaining her ideas for pieces. 

“We developed a language, working on 
techniques, shapes and textures and 
describing them in a shorthand way,” Lucie 
says. “If  Romilly asks for ‘shingle’, I know 
exactly what she wants me to achieve.”

Lucie was gaining recognition as a 
jeweller in her own right and it became 
apparent that it would need more than the 
two of  them to realise the potential in 
Romilly’s new practice. At that time, Lucie 

Recent ly,  a  new book ent i t led 
Newfoundland was published by Mile End 
Press, a collaboration between Romilly 
Saumarez Smith, Verdi Yahooda, Nicola 
Barnacle and Daniel Edwards. It is a 
cryptic trail of  an essay with jewellery and 
photography made in her home, skilfully 
realised by the partnership with exquisite 
detail in the composition and production. 
In it, Romilly explains more about the joys 
of  working with metal, when she made the 
transition from bookbinding to jewellery: 

“I found it unbelievably wonderful. I 
couldn’t think of  anything else for about six 
months. It was sort of  like falling in love. I 
think, to be honest, metal should always 
have been my material.” ✦
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Torch Garden: Roman bronze pin 
as brooch, by Romilly Saumarez 
Smith, 2015, 18 carat gold,  
silver, diamonds  
Collection: The Worshipful 
Company of Goldsmiths  
RICHARD VALENCIA
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COMPANY 
NEWS

Visitors at Make Your Mark 2019 
JULIA SKUPNY



A PRIME  
WARDEN’S YEAR

It has been a real privilege for my wife, Sue, and me to  
represent this great Company over the past year and  
I would like to thank my fellow Wardens for all the support 
we have enjoyed. Amidst the external uncertainties, 
which sadly we must never ignore, the Goldsmiths’ 
Company is in very good shape. Our purpose is to 
contribute to national life by supporting our trade and 
through our wider charitable, educational and cultural 
partnerships. The pages of this Review tell an inspiring 
story about what the Company has been doing to fulfil  
its purpose over the past year.
 The most striking and consistent comment people 
from many other livery companies have made to me is, 

“How lucky you are to have a direct link to a trade.”
 The Goldsmiths’ Company’s centre of gravity truly is 
our trade and we should never forget that the word 
‘hallmark’ comes from a mark made at Goldsmiths’ Hall. 
As well as hallmarking, the Assay Office organised a 
successful Trial of the Pyx, testing the coinage produced 
by the Royal Mint on behalf of the Crown, something 
we’ve been involved with since 1281. I was struck by the 
thought that this year, amidst all the uncertainty, there 
was real value in assuring our fellow citizens that at  
least the coinage was sound.
 The Assay Office and the Trial represent the here and 
now. But what about the future of our Trade? Our most 
important commitments to developing the technical 
skills that are so vital to the future are running the 
Goldsmiths’ Centre and our Apprenticeship Scheme.
 The courses we run at the Goldsmiths’ Centre – for 
established businesses, emerging makers, students, 
apprentices and young people – have the reputation of 
being the best in this country. There are currently  
10 students on this year’s Foundation Programme, 
benefitting from the most outstanding technical tuition 
available to their craft in the uk.
 Many of them will go on to exhibit and sell beautiful 
jewellery and fine silver at our annual Goldsmiths’ Fair. 
Each year, the Fair generates well over £2m in sales and 
commissions for its exhibitors. It would be lovely to see 
more members of the Company, complete with their 
credit cards, at this year’s Fair. Details of the dates and of 
everything else in the Company’s vibrant life can always 
be found on our excellent website  
www.thegoldsmith.co.uk

 The Charity’s financial commitment to support for  
the Trade is significant. It is entirely appropriate that  
half of our nearly £4m in donations last year was directed 
to the Trade, and this funding is increasingly channelled 
through the Goldsmiths’ Centre. The other £2m goes to 
educational and cultural partnerships and to charities 
predominantly working in the fields of young people, the 
ageing population and prisoner reintegration.
 Looking ahead, we have made good progress in 
developing our plans for the celebration of our 700th 
anniversary in 2027. In addition to our £10m commitment 
to the new Museum of London, where the Goldsmiths’ 
Gallery will exhibit treasures from our Collection together 
with the Cheapside Hoard, two other significant projects 
are starting to gain traction.
 The first would build on the inspiring success of the 
Goldsmiths’ Centre and could involve a major site with 
training facilities, workshops and affordable residential 
housing for craftsmen in our trades. 
 And the second is at the Hall itself. Now that the  
Assay Office needs less space, it can move upstairs to  
a more efficient layout, leaving the ground floor free for 
transformation into a modern exhibition and events 
space. The floor area is roughly the same size as the 
Livery Hall. We’re provisionally calling it the Charter Hall, 
in celebration of our Royal Charter in 1327, and it could 
help us to demonstrate the contemporary relevance of 
what we do in a way that the splendours of our much 
loved 1835 Hall may not quite convey.
 I am delighted that during my year as your Prime 
Warden we have appointed Sarah Jurado as our first 
Director of Communications. In today’s world, it is vital 
that we tell the story of our contribution to national  
life effectively.
 It gives me great pleasure to wish Tim and Ellen 
Schroder the very best for the year ahead and thank the 
staff, so ably led by Sir David Reddaway, for everything 
they all do and, above all, for their ambition for the 
Goldsmiths’ Company. ✦ 

MICHAEL PRIDEAUX

Prime Warden Michael Prideaux  
presents the qvc uk award to  
Zihan Zhou at the Goldsmiths’ Craft  
& Design Council Awards 2019 
JULIA SKUPNY, COURTESY OF THE 
GOLDSMITHS’ CRAFT & DESIGN COUNCIL
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New Designers 2018
Rachel Hardie of Glasgow School of Art was  
the winner of the New Designers Goldsmiths’ 
Company Award for Silversmithing for her mixed 
metal vessels Chimney Pot Series. Egle Bantyne  
of Ulster University won the New Designers 
Goldsmiths’ Company Jewellery Award for her 
Curious Constructions Jewellery.

Goldsmiths’ Fair 2018
Goldsmiths’ Fair was held from 25 September –  
7 October, 2018 and included the special exhibitions 
Wendy Ramshaw; The Nature of Silver; Court Cups  
and Medals; and Excellence Drawn. Awards for Design  
were presented to Hazel Thorn (Week One) and  
Andrew Lamb (Week Two).

LOOKING BACK  
AT THE YEAR

Jo Hayes-Ward at Goldsmiths’ 
Fair 2018 
PAUL READ PHOTOGRAPHY

The Trial of the Pyx 
The Trial of the Pyx opened on Tuesday 29 January 
2019, when the nation’s coinage went ‘on trial’ with the 
oversight of Master Barbara Fontaine, the Queen’s 
Remembrancer. The Verdict was delivered on 3 May.

Rachel Hardie and Egle Bantyne – 
Winners at New Designers 2018 
© THEDPC.COM 
THE GOLDSMITHS’ CENTRE

Make Your Mark 2019
Make Your Mark 2019 took place on 5 February, 
attracting more than 700 visitors. Winners at the Make 
Your Mark Awards included Smaranda Maria Voican of 
Central Saint Martins and Ninka Duval of the British 
Academy of Jewellery.

Charity reception
In celebration of charitable giving, on 19 February 2019 
Goldsmiths’ Hall welcomed representatives from more 
than 60 charitable partners that have received grants 
from the Goldsmiths’ Company Charity.

Attendees at Make Your  
Mark 2019 
JULIA SKUPNY

Warden Richard Fox holding 
the £5 Royal Wedding 
commemorative coin of 
Prince Harry and Meghan 
Markle at the Trial of the Pyx 
RICHARD LEA-HAIR
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A Sterling Renaissance: British 
Silver Design 1957–2018 held at 
the sfo Museum, San Francisco 
International Airport 
COURTESY OF SFO MUSEUM

The Right Reverend 
and The Right Honourable  
The Lord Chartres kcvo pc 
JULIA SKUPNY

Andrew Putland, Chairman 
of the Goldsmiths’ Craft & 
Design Council, at the 
gcdc Awards ceremony 
JULIA SKUPNY, COURTESY 
OF GOLDSMITHS’ CRAFT & 
DESIGN COUNCIL

Samuel McMahon competing  
at WorldSkills. 
WORLDSKILLS UK  
THE GOLDSMITHS’ CENTRE

A Sterling Renaissance 
Exhibition
The Goldsmiths’ Company contributed a grant to the 
exhibition A Sterling Renaissance: British Silver 
Design 1957–2018 which took place at sfo Museum, 
San Francisco International Airport, from 6 October, 
2018 to 12 May, 2019. Curated by sfo Museum in 
partnership with John Andrew, the exhibition featured 
more than 100 pieces of 20th and 21st-century silver. 

WorldSkills 2019
Goldsmiths’ Company apprentice Sam McMahon has 
gained a coveted place in the WorldSkills final in Kazan, 
Russia, having won first place in jewellery-making in the 
uk competition held in Nottingham in March. Sam is an 
apprentice at Mappin & Webb.

Goldsmiths’ Craft  
& Design Council  
Awards 2019
The annual Goldsmiths’ Craft & Design Council 
Awards were held at Goldsmiths’ Hall on 25 February, 
2019. Known as the ‘Oscars of the Industry’, the 
awards celebrate exceptional skill and achievement 
in the jewellery and silver worlds.

Goldsmiths’ Lecture
The annual Goldsmiths’ Lecture took place on 
30 April, 2019 when the speaker was The Right 
Reverend and The Right Honourable The Lord 
Chartres kcvo pc, former Bishop of London. His 
lecture, Re-Membering the Future of Europe drew on 
the relationship between art and the idea of Europe. 
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2012 of the Goldsmiths’ Centre in 
Clerkenwell, which is one of the very best 
advertisements for what a modern 
Livery Company can offer. In addition, 
we have protected trading standards 
and consumers with our assaying and 
hallmarking since 1300, and through the 
Trial of the Pyx’s testing of the Royal 
Mint’s coinage. We have contributed to 
the life, culture and work of the City of 
London and more widely across the 
country. We continue to do so, with 
heightened ambition and effort, as we 
move towards marking our 700th 
anniversary in 2027. Michael Prideaux 
has described some of the most recent 
steps in his Prime Warden’s article  
in this Review.
 We have only been able to do all this 
because the Company has also been 
changing. It’s evolution, not revolution. 
We are determined to retain the best of 
our history and heritage while making 
changes we believe necessary to enable 
the Company to contribute to national 
life into the very distant future. We are 
getting more professional in setting 
ourselves targets and measuring the 

impact of what we do. We are working  
to establish new partnerships that  
will make that impact greater. We are 
investing in communicating more 
effectively. We are making progress in 
diversifying our membership. We will be 
able to change many more people’s lives 
for the better as a result.
 Let me conclude by thanking Michael 
Prideaux for his leadership as Prime 
Warden. Having already been the Master 
of another Livery Company, Michael 
arrived with experience to help him 
manage discussions in the Court and 
represent the Company, and did both 
with clarity of purpose, wisdom, charm 
and wit. And it is a real pleasure to have 
back for a further stint as Prime Warden 
another experienced and energetic 
second-termer, Timothy Schroder.
 The year covered in this Review has 
seen the Company working hard to 
change the world, and change ourselves, 
drawing on the talent and commitment 
of our members and staff. Rumi surely 
would have approved. 
DAVID REDDAWAY

The 13th-century Persian poet Rumi 
offers us a thought-provoking reflection 
on change: “Yesterday I was clever, so  
I wanted to change the world. Today I  
am wise, so I am changing myself.”
What Rumi is saying, with typical Persian 
complexity, is that we can only change 
the world if we, too, are changing. This  
is very much the philosophy of the 
Goldsmiths’ Company today. The 
Company’s purpose is to contribute to 
national life by supporting our trade and 
industry, and through wider charitable 
and educational activity. We have been 
doing this for centuries. Our distant 
predecessors were working on changing 
lives well before Rumi was writing, and 
well before the Company received its 
first Royal Charter in 1327. There has 
been a steady stream of significant 
achievements since then. Some of the 
landmarks are our role in the foundation 
of Goldsmiths’ College, Imperial College, 
and the Material Sciences and 
Metallurgy Department in Cambridge; 
our endowment of Goldsmiths’ 
professorships in both Oxford and 
Cambridge; and our establishment in 

T H E  C L E R K ’S  R E P O R T

videos covering everything from how  
to fill in a hallnote, types of hallmarks,  
and marking methods, through to 
information about the work of the 
Antique Plate Committee. 
 A large number of events were held 
over the year to support and engage our 
customers. We offered marketing and 
customer-care events such as our 
student event Make Your Mark, student 
tours and new-registrant tours. We 
organised heritage and educational 
events such as Fakes and Forgeries 
seminars, Valuation Days, Hallmarking 
Information days, Buying Precious Metal 
courses and bespoke events for private 
clients. We took part in several 
programmes for television, including  
the bbc’s Defenders and Fake Britain, 

and Channel 4’s The World’s Most 
Extraordinary Christmas Dinners.
 One of the unfortunate events of  
the year was a significant flood in the 
laboratory, which also caused damage  
to other parts of Goldsmiths’ Hall. This 
forced the laboratory to close, and we 
transferred its work to the Sheffield 
Assay Office on a temporary basis. There 
was a seamless transition without any 
service interruptions. Both London and 
Sheffield hold the same iso standards  
to ensure the highest-possible quality  
in assaying. We have been very pleased  
to work with Sheffield while we make 
permanent arrangements for a  
new laboratory. 
 As part of the Assay Office’s ambition 
to be an international leader in 

technological matters affecting the 
future of the trade, the Assay Office 
initiated two activities: The Goldsmiths’ 
Company Jewellery Materials Congress, 
8–9 July 2019, and Company Charity 
funding for three PhD studentships  
in the Department of Materials  
Science and Metallurgy at the University 
of Cambridge, a historical partner  
of the Company. Both will concentrate 
on building and sharing knowledge  
of jewellery materials where existing 
expertise is dwindling fast while  
the rate of technological develop  - 
ment accelerates. 
 

ANTIQUE PLATE COMMITTEE (APC) 

AND HALLMARKING OFFENCES

A total of 65 pieces were examined.  
A concerted effort was made by all 
members of the apc to inform the  
trade about hallmarking requirements,  
which culminated in the launch of  
a new information booklet entitled 
Antique Silver and the Law. This,  
and a series of supporting Fakes  
and Forgeries seminars, made an 
immediate impact, generating a large 
increase in the number of submissions 
to the apc.
 Six suspected offences against the 
Hallmarking Act were reported to the 
Office by Local Authority Trading 
Standards Officers, which resulted in 
one prosecution. The Assay Office  
gave a series of high-profile talks on 
hallmarking enforcement to major 
Trading Standards conferences and to  
a Government-organised international 
event. The Prime Warden was able to 
bring the issue to the attention of the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer and others 
at this year’s Trial of the Pyx. 

AS SAY O F F I C E

ACTIVITY

The total number of articles hallmarked 
by the four uk assay offices fell in 2019 
by 2.5% to 9,113,477. London was not 
immune to the general downturn and 
hallmarked 2,433,833 articles, a 1.6% 
drop. But our market share was a robust 
27% and we were the largest office in 

2018, with a healthy and stable financial 
performance in spite of challenging 
trading conditions. 
 The ethos of quality of the mark, 
quality of service and quality of support 
to our customers continued in 2018,  
with a series of innovations. The most 
significant of these was the introduction 

of guaranteed turnaround times  
for packets submitted using a newly 
developed online packet-hallnote 
submission facility. Other website-based 
improvements enabled us to store  
card details securely online to facilitate 
bill payment, and to produce a series  
of instructional and educational  

Ryan Grant, who completed  
his Assay Office apprenticeship  
this year, photographed at  
Make Your Mark 2019 
JULIA SKUPNY
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STANDARDS COMMITTEES

Chris Walne, our Technical Manager,  
sat on the international standards  
tc 174 committee, which is looking  
at a new iso standard for testing 
precious metals using X-ray 
fluorescence spectrometry.

STAFF

Andrew Hills, David Archer, Pat Geary, 
Pat Worrell, Dave Hinson and Dave Payne 

C H A R I T Y 

In 2018, the Charity Committee worked 
hard to embed its strategic review of 
2016, which concentrated funding on 
three priority areas: young people,  
the ageing population and prisoner 
reintegration. In allocating its grant-
making budget of £1m, the Committee 
aimed to maintain a balance between 
committing to multi-year support to 
enhance stability for our charitable 
partners and leaving some of the budget 
free to fund new partnerships. Our 
average Large Grant award is £20,000 

and our average Small Grant is £3,000. 
We awarded grants to more than 100 
organisations last year. 
 Following our strategic review, the 
Charity Committee has reviewed  
some excellent appeals from charities  
working to support young people  
with their mental health and those 
transitioning from the care system to 
independent living. One such charity 
that encompasses both issues is Brent, 
Wandsworth and Westminster Mind. We 
provided funding for a project that gives 

The Education Committee completed 
its strategic review in October 2018  
to ensure that we are achieving  
the maximum impact across the 
educational sector. The Goldsmiths’ 
Company Charity supports three  
major flagship educational projects:  
The National Theatre’s On Demand In 
Schools service; Imperial College’s 
Reach Out Reporter; and a specialist 
maths project with Gravesend schools.

 The National Theatre’s On Demand In 
Schools service enables acclaimed 
productions to be streamed free and on 
demand to classrooms. The service has 
gone from strength to strength with 
more than 3,500 schools signed up, 
representing an increase of 1,000  
on the previous year. There were 10 
productions available, with Romeo & 
Juliet, Peter Pan and Treasure Island 
aimed at Primary Schools, the focus of 

E D U CAT I O N 

the Company Charity’s grant. The 
scheme has recently received the Bett 
Award for Best Free Digital Content.
 Reach Out Reporter engages school- 
children with the wonders of science and 
the natural world. It has continued to 
grow steadily, with more than 14,000 
unique visitors accessing the digital 
resource. This represented a 31% 
increase on the previous year. In January 
2018, Reach Out Reporter was formally 
recognised in the Open Educational 
Resources category at the Bett Awards 
2018. Teacher feedback has been 
positive with one teacher commenting, 

“I use the videos weekly. They are used by 
many to engage and enthuse, showing 
how scientific understanding is evolving 
in the world. They are a valuable and 
interesting resource.”
 Goldsmiths’ Company charitable 
funding also supports a specialist maths 
teacher for a Multi-Academy Trust in 
Gravesend. The collaboration has been 
running for nearly two years and results 
are significant. Of the schools identified 
as operating in Gravesham and serving 

The Royal Society Student 
Conference held in December, 
supported by the Company 
ROYAL SOCIETY

all celebrated 40 years with the 
Company; and Karen Green, Michelle 
Miller and Sarah Coker received 20-year 
service awards. Shahnawaz Hussain 
became a freeman. Ryan Grant 
completed his apprenticeship.  
His masterpiece was a beautifully 
crafted zoetrope. 
 David Merry, familiar to many of you 
across the trade, retired after completing 
an extraordinary 47 years of service to 

the Goldsmiths’ Company. He started  
as an apprentice at the Assay Office 
under the watchful eye of his Master, 
John Stuart Forbes, in July 1971. He has 
been a Master to many Assay Office 
apprentices and his external reputation 
as an expert on fakes and forgeries, not 
forgetting his many tv appearances, is a 
legacy of which he and the Company can 
be very proud. 
ROBERT ORGAN

extra support for the mental health of 
young people leaving the care system. 
This transition period can be tricky and 
many feel particularly vulnerable and 
lacking in support as they no longer 
qualify for services to which they had 
access before turning 18. 
 In the ageing-population category,  
we continued our support of charities 
working regionally as well as nationally, 
accepting smaller applications from 
voluntary organisations working 
specifically on the issues of isolation and 
loneliness. One example is Rural Coffee 
Caravan, based in Suffolk, which was 
awarded a continuation grant towards 
core costs. Rural Coffee Caravan travels 
around the countryside providing a 
transportable coffee morning and a 
touchpoint for local people. It offers 
signposting and support for elderly 
people, young mothers and other carers 
who often feel isolated. 
 Prisoner rehabilitation has long been 
an area supported by the Goldsmiths’ 
Company Charity, previously through 
several small grants to charities working 
at all stages of the criminal justice 
system. There are many dedicated 

charities working in a very tumultuous 
prison environment, which is still at 
crisis point in terms of safety in prisons, 
a changing political environment, the 
perception of and attitudes to prisoners, 
and a severe lack of funding. Some of the 
fantastic charities we supported last 
year include: Clinks, the umbrella body 
for all charities working in the criminal-
justice system in the uk; Switchback,  
a charity providing an intensive 
mentoring programme for prisoners 
during the last three months of their 

sentence as well as the chance of 
employment upon release; and the 
Shannon Trust, a charity that trains 
prisoners who can read to teach those 
who cannot. We have engaged with  
other Livery Companies in discussions 
on how to increase the impact of our 
support by working together. 
 We continued our vital Small Grants 
programme under the funding 
categories of general welfare, medical/
disabled and culture. Over the next year 
we will be working on refining the Small 

Grants programme to ensure that it 
aligns better with our Large Grant 
priorities and we will produce amended 
and clear guidance on our website to 
reflect this change. 
 A full list of the grants made last year 
can be found on the website and in our 
Annual Report and Accounts, also 
available on the website.
CIORSDAN BROWN

Reading project in prisons 
SHANNON TRUST
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C O M M U N I CAT I O N S  &  M A R K E T I N G

It hardly needs saying that we are 
operating against a backdrop of political 
and economic uncertainty. This 
reinforces our need to be clear as a 
Company about our objectives and how 
we use our resources. This year we 
welcomed Sarah Jurado to the new post 
of Director of Communications. Sarah is 
tasked with helping us communicate 

more effectively both inside and outside 
the Company. In 2018-19 the Company 
and Charity made grants of nearly £4m 
to support our craft, trade and industry, 
fund a range of important educational 
projects to benefit local communities, 
and help charities working in the areas  
of young people, the ageing population 
and prisoner reintegration. 

 There is a lot of good material on the 
Company website that illustrates our 
charitable giving and we are making 
increasing use of social media. We will be 
producing a new paper edition of the 
Changing Lives Charity Report that gives 
examples of some of the many areas in 
which we work. This year, we produced 
an online version with inspiring stories 
about our charity partners and the 
important work they do with our support. 
 2018-2019 was a busy year for the 
Communications & Marketing team.  
We increased our focus on stimulating 
consumer demand through retail and 
wholesale interventions for the craft, 
trade and industry. The Company 
provided new platforms for the uk’s  
best goldsmiths and silversmiths to  
sell, promote their brands and build 
their businesses. 
 2018 saw the 36th Goldsmiths’ Fair 
featuring the uk’s leading goldsmiths 
and silversmiths, with a varied 
programme of talks, exhibitions,  

Joanna Hardy and Michael 
Prideaux with Andrew Lamb and 
Jacqueline Cullen at Goldsmiths’ 
Fair 2018 
KATIE HOLYOAK

C R A F T &  I N D U ST RY

The Goldsmiths’ Company’s 
exhibition Made for the Table 
shown at the Goldsmiths’ Centre 
JULIA SKUPNY

an area of high socio-economic 
deprivation, Kings Farm, a school that 
once languished far behind its rivals, had 
in 2017/2018 the highest percentage of 
pupils attaining the expected Key Stage 
2 standard and is the school where 
pupils made the most progress against 
their Key Stage 1 attainment. Ofsted 
commented: ‘A mathematics specialist 
works in your school. Although just 
started the impact of this project is 
already evident. Teachers are willing to 
take on new initiatives and pupils are 
more confident in taking risks in learning. 
As a result, progress is improving’. 

 The Company Charity continues to 
support the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 
Scheme, to reach out to those schools 
that cannot afford the start-up costs or 
to train teachers to lead expeditions. 
Financial support has also been given to: 
the Winchester Science Centre; the 
Royal Society, for its annual Student 
Conference; the Museum of London for 
a programme to organise visits by 
Special Needs children; Pembroke 
College to support 10 Sutherland 
Scholarships; and to the Royal National 
Children’s Springboard Foundation, 
which is currently on track to place 

120 new pupils from September 2019. 
The Foundation is the uk’s largest 
boarding-school bursary charity, with 
more than 500 pupils placed nationwide.
 In June 2019 finals were held for  
the Goldsmiths’ Company Awards  
for community engagement in schools.  
This is a pilot project launched by Judith 
Cobham-Lowe when Prime Warden,  
which looks set to be an exciting and 
very worthwhile contribution to our 
support for education.  
SIMON HUTCHINSON

tours and events. It was another great 
year, with footfall and sales income 
surpassing 2017 totals. Filmmaker Petr 
Krejci created a film focused on seven 
Fair exhibitors in their workshops, 
capturing their design inspirations and 
the stunning gold and silver treasures 
they create. You can view the film on 
YouTube: just search for Goldsmiths’  
Fair 2018.
 The Company is expanding the groups 
we work with – makers and buyers – to 
include collectors, emerging jewellery 
brands and younger fashion-conscious 
buyers. In February, Goldsmiths’ Fair 
exhibited, for the second year running,  
at Collect 2019 – the Craft Council’s 

international, high-end contemporary 
craft exhibition at the Saatchi Gallery. 
The event led to several high-value sales 
for the makers represented and a new 
pipeline of Fair attendees. 
 Our annual Christmas Jewellery 
Pop-Up Shop took place at Mare  
Street Market in Hackney, east London. 
The aim was to support emerging 
makers and target young, fashion-
conscious buyers. All items were priced 
under £1,000. Over the three weeks  
the shop was open, participating 
jewellers made sales and garnered  
significant exposure.
 Other noteworthy events included a 
retail partnership with Fortnum & 

Mason over the summer to present a 
selection of the latest collections of 26 
jewellers and silversmiths in three 
specially designed locations within its 
flagship store on Piccadilly. You can read 
more about these selling initiatives on 
pages 14–16.
 The coming year looks set to be an 
exciting one and we hope you will  
begin to see improved clarity in our 
messaging as we start to implement new 
communications strategies. 
 Follow our accounts on Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn. 
SARAH JURADO AND DAVID MILLS

The Goldsmiths’ Centre’s strapline  
of ‘Creativity, Craftsmanship and 
Community’ provides the context for this 
sixth-year report. These three words 
perfectly encapsulate the mission of our 
charity and its delivery against its 
charitable purpose. 
 Turning first to ‘Creativity’, 2018 saw a 
number of new developments including 
the first major exhibition at the Centre 
since it opened in 2012. The Goldsmiths’ 
Company’s exhibition Made for the Table, 
originally shown at the Harley Gallery 
from November 2017 to January 2018, 
featured contemporary silver tableware, 
fabrics and furniture and looked 
stunning in the Centre’s exhibition space. 
Items from the Company’s historical 
collection complemented the modern 
pieces and provided context and further 
depth to the exhibition. 
 As part of the exhibition the Centre 
team, led by Charlotte Dew, the  
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M I L I TA RY A F F I L I AT I O N S

The Goldsmiths’ Company is extremely 
proud of its military affiliations. Our 
relationships with hms Prince of Wales,  
A Company 7 Rifles, Finchley Sea  
Cadets and the soon-to-be-revamped  
30 Squadron raf, remain an important 
component of Company activity. 
Support to our soldiers, sailors and 
airmen is an intrinsic element of the way 

M E M B E R S H I P

One of our objectives as a Company is 
to find ways to develop our relationship 
with our membership. In January, our 
events committee evolved to become 
the Membership Events and Engage-
ment Team (meet). meet’s aim is to 
deliver a range of events that reflect the 

that the Goldsmiths’ Company can help 
support contemporary national life.
 The Goldsmiths’ Company has taken 
great pride in watching hms Prince of 
Wales, one of the largest warships ever 
built, grow and take shape in Rosyth.  
The Company now looks forward to her 
commissioning later this year. We have 
been able to send representatives  

to the ship’s affiliate days and we  
were delighted to welcome several 
representatives of the ship’s company  
to the November Livery Dinner. At the 
dinner, the Prime Warden announced 
significant funding from the Goldsmiths’ 
Company Charity towards the fitting out 
of the ship’s Warrant Officers’ and Senior 
Ratings’ Mess – a commitment that will 

diversity of our members and give them 
new opportunities to engage in the life 
and work of the Company. 
 There has been a lot going on. In June 
2018, the ever-expanding contingent of 
Goldsmiths arrived at Seaview on the 
Isle of Wight for the Great xii Inter-Livery 

Regatta. We did well in the Mermaid class 
but are on the look-out for recruits in the 
Cruiser class. We had a particularly 
strong team for the Inter-Livery skiing 
competition held at Morzine in January. 
Goldsmiths won both the Distance 
Challenge Competition and Court Cup. 

Centre’s new Programme Manager, 
commissioned 20 graduate silversmiths 
to produce silver beakers on the theme 
of ‘Old and New’ for sale during the  
show. A series of linked activities was 
developed including handling sessions, 
talks and guided tours of the exhibition. 
This combination of activities led to sales 
of the beakers and fantastic feedback 
from our visitors. You can read more 
about this on pages 6–9.
 ‘Craftsmanship’ is at the heart of the 
Centre’s mission and I am pleased  
to report that our trainees and 
apprentices won multiple awards at the 
Goldsmiths’ Craft & Design Council 
Competition. As a new cycle of the 
WorldSkills competition launched,  
our apprentices also secured  
bronze, silver and gold medals at the  
national competition held at the nec, 
Birmingham, in November. The technical 
programme of short courses delivered 
by the Centre continues to grow and 
regularly sells out to early bookers who 
are Link Members at the Centre. 2018 
also saw us increase our reach and 
impact through our collaboration with 
Contemporary British Silversmiths 
around its Skills Training Programme. 
This targeted both mid-career and 
graduate makers who wished to 
experience and develop new and existing 

skills through a series of masterclasses 
delivered at venues across the uk. These 
types of collaborations are essential if 
we are to continue to increase the 
impact of the charity as we enter the 
next phase of our development. 
 Finally, our ‘Community’, which 
includes our staff, Trustees, tenants and 
membership, saw a number of changes 
in 2018. These included the recruitment 
of four new Trustees to strengthen key 
areas of skills on the Board, including 
education, finance and business. Our 
Link Membership scheme continues to 

be popular and we have 1,700 active 
members. The number of Gold members 
has risen to 30. This is our innovative 
solution to the challenges of finding 
workspace in London, giving members 
access to the benefits of a permanent 
workspace at the Centre for a fraction  
of the cost they would pay elsewhere. 
 This has been a busy and successful 
year for the Centre and we are looking 
forward to continuing to build upon  
this throughout 2019.  
PETER TAYLOR

Individually, we had some exceptional 
performances with Assistants Richard 
Madeley and Victoria Broackes winning  
a clutch of medals. On flatter ground, 
liverymen Richard Hopkinson-Woolley 
and Michael Magnay won the Group b 
Competition in the Inter-Livery Real 
Tennis Competition. 
 On the less physically demanding 
front, our team Well-Polished came 
second in 2018’s Great xii Quiz, a narrow 
half point behind the winners, the perfect 
result (since it means we don’t have to 
host next year’s event). The theme  
of the annual Members’ Quiz was ‘The 
Company and the City’. Hosted by Adam 
Phillips, members were quizzed on their 
knowledge of the Company.
 In April 2018 members had the 
opportunity to take a close look at the 
collection of plate at Mansion House that 
included the Lord Mayor’s ceremonial 
sword and mace, during a tour led by the 
Keeper of Walbrook Hall. Separately,  
the Clerk to the Chamberlain’s Court, 
Murray Craig, gave a fascinating talk in 
the Chamberlain’s Court Room about 
the history of the Freedom of the City 
and the treasures on display in the room.  
In September, the Clockmakers’ 
Company kindly invited our members to 

view their new museum housed in the 
Science Museum. Clockmakers and 
Goldsmiths were also treated to a tour of 
the Hall clocks by Jonathan Betts, past 
Master of the Clockmakers’ Company, 
followed by a tour of the Assay Office by 
Account Manager Adam Phillips.
 On 11 November, the Goldsmiths’ 
Company barge took part in the  
historic Centenary Armistice Service, 
conducted from the ceremonial vessel 
Havengore by the Chaplain to the 
Speaker of the House of Commons. 
Poppies were cast onto the waters from 

the Queen’s Row Barge and Livery 
Company Barges, just before the 
two-minute silence. A damaged rudder 
on the barge meant that the Port of 
London had to tow us (against a strong 
stream) for much of the distance, to the 
evident relief of the Clerk, whose bid  
for fitness continues.
 meet is busy developing ideas for 
Company members and we are always 
looking for new concepts. So please 
come and have a chat with us at 
Company events.
JAKE EMMETT

Contemporary British 
Silversmiths’ Skills Training 
Programme being taught by  
Tony Bedford 
CONTEMPORARY BRITISH 
SILVERSMITHS

Team Goldsmiths’ Company  
at Morzine 
SIMON HUTCHINSON
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C U R ATO R I A L D E PA R T M E N T

The Goldsmiths’ Company has one of 
the finest collections of silver made in 
Britain, numbering some 8,000 
examples dating from 1350 to the present 
day. Our priorities this year range from 
digitising the Collection to developing our 
partnership with the Museum of London 
to create the Goldsmiths’ Gallery on its 
new site at Smithfield.
 To implement these ambitious  
projects, we welcome a new Collections 
team. Dr Frances Parton will become  
Deputy Curator, bringing a wealth  
of experience from the Victoria and  
Albert Museum, English Heritage and 
National Trust. In advance of Frances’s 
arrival, Gregory Parsons and Dr Irene 
Galandra Cooper will join us and  
we welcome Rebecca Ingram, who 
previously worked for Philip Mould,  
as Collections Assistant. 
 The Company’s exhibition, Made for  
the Table, moved on from the Harley 

Gallery, Ruthin and The Holburne 
Museum to shows at the Goldsmiths’ 
Centre in July and August, and  
travelled from there to Osterley Park  
and House, until February 2019. The  
Osterley display presented historical  
and contemporary silver from the 
Collection in a table setting perfectly 
complemented by the Robert Adam 
interiors. Angela Cork, Adi Toch and 
Rebecca de Quin gave well-attended 
workshops as artists in residence  
and some 15,000 visitors attended  
the exhibition. 
 Displays at the Hall included two for 
Goldsmiths’ Fair: an exhibition of Court 
Cups and related Prime Warden’s 
medals, and The Nature of Silver, 
showcasing contemporary pieces 
inspired by the natural world. Make Your 
Mark supported the Assay Office by 
telling the story of hallmarking from 1478.
 We continue to welcome members to 

the Vault and encourage you to book 
online. This year our visitors have 
included Malcolm Appleby, Linda Crook, 
Gerda Flöckinger, Wally Gilbert, Rod 
Kelly, Li Fuming, Junko Mori and David 
Thomas. We have worked with tutors  
and students from Glasgow School of 
Art, City and Guilds, Bishopsland and  
the Goldsmiths’ Centre, teaching our  
own apprentices through bespoke 
handling sessions.
 The Collection continues to develop. 
Richard Cook generously gave his 
prototype hand-forged cutlery, while 
Wayne Mackintosh presented the 
hammer used by Henry Pierce to raise 
hm The Queen’s Coronation Cup: both 
went on immediate display. In addition 
to wide-ranging acquisitions made 
through the Contemporary Craft 
Committee, we have three completed 
commissions. Grant Macdonald’s 
Clerk’s Badge, commissioned by Judith 

Sea Ice Bowl by Yusuke 
Yamamoto, 2018, chased 
Britannia silver and gold inlay in 
the Japanese nunome technique 
Collection: The Worshipful 
Company of Goldsmiths 
RICHARD VALENCIA

significantly improve the quality of life for 
the sailors and marines onboard.
 Our relationship with A Company 7 
Rifles continues to go from strength to 
strength and we were royally entertained 
when the Prime Warden visited the 
company in Abingdon back in October. 
Members of the Goldsmiths’ Company 
have also taken part in A Company’s 
white-water rafting exercise and we were 
thrilled that so many Riflemen joined 
members of the ship’s company of hms 
Prince of Wales lining the steps at the 
November Livery Dinner.
 The Army Reserve remains central to 
the uk’s defence posture, with more 
reservists now deployed in central 

front-line roles than ever before. The 
Goldsmiths’ Company’s support to  
the uk’s reserve component is as 
important as ever.
 The Deputy Clerk was very fortunate  
to visit the Finchley Sea Cadets during 
one of their annual assessments. The 
Sea Cadets are working in their local 
communities to give young people 
access to incredible opportunities that 
help equip them with the skills needed in 
today’s world. At Finchley, they aim to 
give young people an experience that will 
help them grow into the person they 
want to be in a safe and friendly 
environment. While the detachment at 
Finchley is relatively small, their 

enthusiasm knows no bounds and the 
Goldsmiths’ Company is looking forward 
to developing its links further.
 30 Squadron raf is still waiting  
for its new aircraft and therefore the 
Squadron remains largely in ‘light 
preservation’. The Company has given 
substantial help in the past and we have 
enjoyed our relationship with squadron 
members. We are looking forward to 
renewing and developing our affiliation 
once the new aircraft have arrived.
SIMON HUTCHINSON

L I B R A RY &  A R C H I V E

The theme of this year has been 
engagement with goldsmithing 
knowledge past and present, through 
both real-life experiences and  
digital resources. 
 The Library and Archive has organised 
a full programme of History Group 
events, including lectures on medieval 
goldsmiths by Dr Charlotte Berry; the life 
of the renowned Elizabethan miniaturist 
Nicholas Hilliard by Dr Elizabeth 
Goldring; and Henry viii and the men 
who made him by Dr Tracy Borman, 
Chief Curator for Historic Royal Palaces. 
The group also made a special visit  
to the Rothschild archive in November, 
where they had the opportunity to 
discover the story of this fascinating 
collection through pictures, documents 
and objects. Membership of the  

History Group has grown this year,  
and we hope to see more of you in the  
coming months.  
 Our archives have been making  
more appearances outside the Library. 
Freedom records appeared again in  
the exhibition Apprenticeship to 
Masterpiece at the Goldsmiths’ Centre, 
which was reinterpreted for spring 2019. 
From January to summer 2019, archives 
related to hallmarking were shown as 
part of a display for the Assay Office’s 
event Make Your Mark. Throughout the 
year, Library and Archive staff have given 
talks about our collections and hosted 
bespoke tours to support events 
organised by the Assay Office and the 
Goldsmiths’ Fair team. These have run 
alongside our usual sessions for 
students and special interest groups, 

including the Goldsmiths’ Centre’s 
Foundation students and apprentices, 
the British Academy of Jewellery, 
Kensington and Chelsea College, the 
London Jewellery School and Sotheby’s 
Institute. We have been able to run some 
sessions for students with the Curatorial 
Team, enriching the learning experience 
with objects from the Collection.
 The Library’s longest-running research 
project has nearly reached completion. 
Dr David Mitchell and Dr Mark Merry’s 
database of 17th-century silversmiths 
will soon be available to researchers  
in the Library or as a digital file, free  
of charge.  
 Behind the scenes, work to make the 
Library and Archive digitally accessible 
continues. This project now has a name, 
Goldsmiths’ Digital, and encompasses 

Cobham-Lowe as our first female Prime 
Warden, shows the Company’s arms 
against a touchstone in reference to the 
assaying of precious metals at the Hall. 
Richard’s Fox’s spectacular Court Cup 
was made by his then apprentice Oscar 
Saurin, who trained on our Goldsmiths’ 
Centre Foundation Programme. Ian 
Rank-Broadley’s fine Prime Warden’s 
medal of Dr Timothy Schroder refers to 
his Court Cup by Kevin Coates as an 
emblem of Tim’s scholarly interests in 
Renaissance history. 
 One of our greatest treasures, the 
Royal Tudor Clock Salt, remains on loan 
to the British Museum until Spring  
2020. It was the focus of a research 
collaboration with the Museum, the 
Rothschild Foundation and Waddesdon 
Manor that led to a conference in 

November, A Royal Treasure and Its Role 
in the Renaissance Court, drawing 85 
delegates to the Hall. The papers will be 
published as a British Museum Research 
publication and online in 2021.  
DORA THORNTON
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Top Wheel of Life Zoetrope by 
Ryan Grant for The Goldsmiths’ 
Company Assay Office,  
2019, sterling silver with  
steel mechanisms  
RICHARD VALENCIA

Left Silver chased vase by Sam 
Bowles for The Goldsmiths’ 
Company Assay Office, 2017-18 
sterling silver RICHARD VALENCIA

Right Primrose Inspired Necklace 
by Will Lander for Harriet Kelsall 
Jewellery Design Ltd, 2018, 
palladium, 9ct gold, diamonds  
and gemstones  
RICHARD VALENCIA

M AST E R P I EC E S

The following pieces were submitted by apprentices made free in 
the year 2018-2019. One 2017-2018 masterpiece is also included.

the Library, Archive and the Collections. 
In November 2018, we welcomed 
archivist Natalie Walters to the team. 
Natalie is creating the first complete 
map of the Archives as the initial step in 
producing a searchable online catalogue 
in time for the Company’s 700th 
anniversary. In partnership with the 
Curatorial Team, we have established 
2021 as the launch date for a pilot 

project that will showcase digital 
versions of some of our most important 
treasures. Work is also starting on a new 
book on the history of the Company, 
which will tell its story for the first time, 
in one complete narrative, from 1327  
to 2027. 
 Last but certainly not least, Library  
and Archive staff have been working on 
telling stories about the Company’s 

history with the Communications & 
Marketing team. We hope you enjoy 
some of these in the year ahead. Looking 
forward to next year, we will focus  
our work on conservation, cataloguing 
and research for Goldsmiths’ Digital  
and take on new challenges such as 
digital archiving.   
ELENI BIDE

Lower Manhattan by R.H. Hill, 
work on paper 
Archive: The Worshipful Company 
of Goldsmiths 
RICHARD VALENCIA
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Samurai Desk Seal by Matthew 
Hart for R H Wilkins/Rebus,  
2018, brass  
RICHARD VALENCIA

The Wolfe Rose Tiara by Chloe 
Lightfoot for E Wolfe & Company, 
2018, platinum, diamonds  
JULIA SKUPNY 

Betrothal Suite by James Kydd for 
Philip Kydd Ltd, 2018, sterling 
silver, 18ct gold and gemstones 
RICHARD VALENCIA, COURTESY  
OF THE GOLDSMITHS’ CRAFT & 
DESIGN COUNCIL

The Four Seasons by Louise 
Sorrell for Sam James Ltd, 2019, 
sterling silver  
RICHARD VALENCIA

Tiara by Callum Cooke for Robert 
Glenn, 2018, sterling silver, brass 
RICHARD VALENCIA

The Spiral Bracelet by Eleanor 
Woolacott for C A Treble, 2018, 
sterling silver  
RICHARD VALENCIA

Richard Fox Court Cup by Oscar 
Saurin for Fox Silver, 2018, 
sterling silver, 9ct and 18ct  
gold, gemstones  
RICHARD VALENCIA

Carnival Lady by Luiz Goncalves 
for The London Art Works Ltd, 
2018, 18ct white and red gold  
and silver  
RICHARD VALENCIA
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Bruno flew his own aeroplane, a single-
engine, turbo-prop Pilatus with its call sign 
bls. He was an experienced pilot who left 
nothing to chance, regularly visiting Florida 
to maintain currency with Pilatus  pro-
cedures. Being asked by him to assist in 
pre-flight cockpit checks could be a testing 
experience. He was a member of  the Air 
Squadron and flew with it all over the world 
with Suzanne as his co-pilot, in addition to 
his frequent commuting to Dunlossit.

Bruno had a special affinity with the 
Goldsmiths’ Company, having inherited the 
Schroder Collection of  silver, largely the 
work of  German Renaissance goldsmiths. 
Recognised as an unrivalled collection still 
in private hands, it was exhibited at 
Goldsmiths’ Hall in 1979, and then in the 
United States, Germany and Switzerland, 

I N  I T S  O B I T U A R Y  O F  B R U N O 

Schroder, The Times commented that 
despite being one of  the richest men in 
Britain, he was an unassuming man who 
shunned the limelight. This was indeed 
true. He was also remarkably kind, with a 
natural concern for others. But perhaps 
those very qualities disguised the fact that 
he was passionate about the things that 
mattered to him. First and foremost, 
Schroders, the financial house that bore his 
name, was in his blood. He was devoted to 
it, and following National Service in the 
Life Guards, Oxford University and 
Harvard Business School, it occupied most 
of  his working life. As a major shareholder 
and director he spent long hours dealing 
with its affairs. When he was Prime Warden 
he often sneaked back to his office in 
Gresham Street after a dinner in the City 
to catch up with the day’s events.

Another love was Dunlossit, his estate 
on Islay. As a major landowner on the 
island, this brought Bruno into contact with 
a number of  factors affecting Islay, from 
the control of  the red deer population to 
helping to revive one of  its distilleries. The 
house, standing on a bluff overlooking Port 
Askaig with magnificent views across the 
Sound to the Paps of  Jura, was Bruno’s 
retreat from the world and where he and 
Suzanne were wonderful hosts. Although 
not a Scot by birth, Bruno threw himself  
into the local Scottish scene. This included 
his dedicated support for the Argyllshire 
Gathering, an annual festival of  Highland 
Games at Oban and home to a famous 
Highland ball. Bruno was an accomplished 
Scottish country dancer in his kilt of  
Dunlossit estate tweed and enjoyed dancing 
reels in an array of  foreign cities with two 
of  Scotland’s Highland dance societies.

and at a highly successful exhibition at the 
Wallace Collection in 2007 curated by 
Timothy Schroder. One of  its treasures,  
a silver-gilt nef, is featured on his Court wine 
cup by Kevin Coates.  Bruno was  
a connoisseur of  fine art too. He frequently 
visited the international art fair at 
Maastricht, and two Old Masters hung on 
the wall in his private office at Schroders. 
The lighting of  the royal portraits in the 
Livery Hall was at his instigation. 

Bruno joined the Court in 1987 and 
was Prime Warden in 2001-2002. 
Following the death of  a predecessor in 
office, he was asked to serve for 18 months, 
and despite his busy life he enthusiastically 
embraced his extended term of  office. He 
took a particular interest in the Company’s 
support for the craft and was an active 
ambassador both at home and abroad, 
visiting the international jewellery fair at 
Basel – where he hosted a dinner for the 
British exhibitors – and a Company 
exhibition at Koldinghus, Denmark. A 
highlight of  his time as Prime Warden was 
the granting of  the Freedom to Queen 
Margrethe ii of  Denmark and her clothing 
with the livery, which originated from 
Suzanne’s and his connections with the 
Danish royal household.

In 1969 he married Patricia Holt, 
known as Piffa, but they separated in the 
early 1980s. Their daughter Leonie is a 
liveryman of  the Company and has taken 
her father’s place as a non-executive 
director at Schroders. Throughout his time 
on the Court, Bruno was accompanied by 
his long-time companion Baroness Suzanne 
von Maltzahn, whom he married in 2012. 
Bruno Schroder died on 20 February 2019 
at the age of  86. ✦
ROBIN BUCHANAN-DUNLOP

BRUNO SCHRODER 
1933–2019

OBITUARIES

the family firm. There he qualified as a 
chartered accountant, and then specialised 
in investment management. By 1951 he 
was a partner and began widening his 
activities in the City. Later he widened his 
personal life too, by marriage to Hester 
Pleuger with whom he raised four children, 
and made a happy family home at Ockley 
near Dorking.

By repute he was “one of  the best brains 
in the City”, with the utmost integrity and 
wholly unflappable. Other roles came his 
way: Chair of  Law Debenture and of  the 
Association of  Investment Trust Companies; 
Deputy Chair of  National Westminster 
Bank and of  Friends Provident; and on the 
Takeover Panel. With Lord Remnant he 
founded Touche Remnant, which grew into 
the largest independent fund managers in 
the City.

Fortunately for us, he also found time to 
become a very committed member of  our 
Court. At Court meetings his comments 

A N T H O N Y  TO U C H E  WA S  A  TA L L  M A N 

but from the top of  that imposing figure 
came a measured and sonorous voice. A 
voice that was wise, interested, friendly: an 
epitome of  the man.

Anthony was born in 1927 into a 
financial dynasty. His Scottish grandfather 
Sir George Touche had founded the 
accountancy firm George A Touche & Co, 
a progenitor of  Deloitte, where Anthony’s 
son William is now Vice Chairman. 
However, Anthony’s interests were wide. He 
enjoyed music from early childhood. At 
Eton he developed his talents for piano, 
cello and organ. Indeed, at one point he 
considered a career as an organist. And 
though the City claimed him, the piano and 
enjoyment of  music and opera held his 
heart to the end of  his life.

Leaving Eton in 1944, his war service as 
an intelligence officer took him to Cyprus 
and Palestine. When demobilised he 
decided to skip Oxford and go straight into 

were always pertinent, well judged and 
helpful. On committees he brought his 
financial skills to our Investment Committee, 
his thoughtful chairmanship to his year as 
Prime Warden, and his altruism to the 
Charity Committee.

When Anthony took on the Charity 
Committee chair, it was a tiny sub-
committee with no formal budget. When 
he handed over six years later it was a full 
committee of  all the talents, with a budget 
of  some £3m-4m and supporting around 
200 small charities a year. In his quiet but 
deft way, he made things happen. As Tony 
Shepherd admiringly put it, “He was a lion 
dressed as a lamb.”

An independence of  mind was paralleled 
by an independence of  eye. The only silver 
by Michael Bolton in the Company’s 
collections is Anthony’s Court wine cup and 
his Prime Warden’s commission, a pair of  
wine coolers. Without Anthony the 
Company would have none of  Michael’s 
delightfully idiosyncratic silver.

Outside the City, home life dominated, 
though he held two school governorships 
as well. An involved father, he was quite 
prepared to embark with his children on 
sailing lessons just as much as cultural visits 
to France and Italy. Literature embraced 
the classics, through etymology to his own 
faultless prose. All this was interwoven with 
his lively sense of  humour: so lively that at 
times he was overwhelmed with laughter 
before reaching the punch line.

His was a life well-lived, with worldly 
achievement matched by generosity of  
spirit. He died on 24 June 2018, aged 91, 
as we would all wish, peacefully at home. ✦
ROGER CUNLIFFE

SIR ANTHONY TOUCHE Bt  
1927–2018

Portrait of Bruno Schroder 
(with the Strasbourg nef) by 
Richard Stone, 1998 
THE SCHRODER COLLECTION
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MEMBERS OF THE COURT OF ASSISTANTS

Mr Michael Prideaux Prime Warden until 15 May 2019

Dr Timothy Schroder dlitt, fsa, Prime Warden from 15 May 2019

Mr Richard Fox Second Warden from 15 May 2019

Dame Lynne Brindley dbe, Hon fba, Third Warden from 15 May 2019

The Lord Bridges cvo, Fourth Warden from May 2019

HRH The Prince of Wales kg, kt, gcb, om (Honorary Assistant)

*Mr Anthony Shepherd

*The Lord Tombs of Brailes

*Sir Paul Girolami

*The Lord Cunliffe

*Mr Richard Came

*Mr Bryan Toye

*Professor Richard Himsworth

*Mr Martin Drury cbe, fsa

Mr Grant Macdonald

Mr Rupert Hambro cbe

Mr Arthur Galsworthy cvo, cbe, dl

Mr Hector Miller

Mr Richard Agutter

Mr William Parente cbe, dl

Mr Michael Wainwright

Mrs Judith Cobham-Lowe obe, frsa

Mr Neil Carson obe, frsa

Mr Edward Braham

Brigadier Edward Butler cbe, dso

Professor Charles Mackworth-Young md, frcp

Mr Thomas Fattorini

Mr Edward Harley obe , dl

Mr Arthur Drysdale

Miss Victoria Broackes

Miss Cassandra Goad

Miss Joanna Hardy frsa,fga

Mr Richard Madeley

Mr Richard Reid

 

* Denotes a Retired Assistant 

THE LIVERY

The following deaths were reported during the year preceded by 
the year of admission.

1984 Mr John Frederick Rose

1976 Mr Paul Podolsky

1986 Miss Wendy Anne Jopling Ramshaw

The following freemen was elected to the Livery and duly clothed 
during the year.

Mr Rory Nicholas Barnett

Mr William Walter Barrie

Miss Jennifer Bloy

Mr Alexis John Butcher

Mrs Blondel Bernadette Rosceilia Cluff

Mr Edward Stefan Connolly

Mrs Angela Margaret Cork

Ms Annoushka Marie Provataroff Ducas

Ms Ndidi Rachel Ekubia

Miss Annabel Louise Cracroft Eley

Mr Gregory Thomas Bühler Fattorini

Mr David John Hammond

Dr Marcus William Nixon Harbord

Mr Robert Aidan Roche Hayes

Mr Andrew Frank Hinds

Mr Adam Douglas Jacobs

Sir John Kingman

Mr Shaun Leane

The Revd Dr Alan William McCormack

Mr Alex John Monroe

Mr Alastair Michael Moss

Ms Karin Kernick Paynter

Mr Thomas  Rucker

Mr Jocelyn Robert Skeates

Ms Rebecca Wilhelmina Gabriella van Rooijen

NEW FREEMEN

July 2018 to May 2019

BY SPECIAL GRANT

Eleni Rachel Bide
The Librarian, The Goldsmiths’ Company

Shahnawaz Hussain
Hallmarker,  
The Goldsmiths’ Company Assay Office 

MEMBERSHIP UPDATE

Peter Mercák
Maintenance Assistant,  
The Goldsmiths’ Company 

Robert William James Preece
Director of Finance,  
The Goldsmiths’ Company

BY REDEMPTION

Mark Appleby
Jeweller

Emily Anne Barber
Director of Jewellery uk,  
Bonhams Auctioneers

Elizabeth Barber 
(also known as Lisa Jefferson) 
Medievalist 

Nicholas Michael Bensted-Smith
Investment Manager 

Tijs Broeke
Government Relations Manager 

Andrew Hamilton Chicken
retired Headmaster,  
Stockport Grammar School 

Dominique Genelle Dawson
Retail Jeweller 

Barbara Janet Fontaine
Senior Master of the Queen’s Bench 
 Division and Queen’s Remembrancer 

Nathanial Groves
Jeweller 

Ingo Henn
Master Goldsmith

Joanne Milner
ceo, Garrard & Co 

David Malcolm Mitchell
Academic 

Lyndsey Mitchell
Head of New Development and Production, 
Brown & Newirth 

Carlos Alberto Orfão
Jeweller 

Maurice Samuel Ostro
Company Director, Ostro Minerals uk Ltd

Emma Mary Paragreen
Curator 

John Frederick Pearce
Jeweller 

Nigel Julian Prideaux
Communications Director, Aviva plc 

Vanessa Anne Sharp
Solicitor 

Rebecca Anne Skeels
Course Leader for Postgraduate Courses, 
University for the Creative Arts, Farnham

Warren Tebbitts
Director of Diamond & Jewellery, Brinks 
Global Services (Brinks Ltd)

Martin James Travis
Jeweller

Oliver Henry Urquhart Irvine
The Librarian and Assistant Keeper of the 
Queen’s Archives

Joanna Whalley
Senior Metals Conservator 

BY PATRIMONY

Araminta Theo Banfield
daughter of Alexandra Ann Lexi Dick,  
a liveryman

Emily Marie Madeleine du Luart
daughter of Alexandra Katherine Du Luart,  
a liveryman

Laura Catherine Harris
daughter of Elizabeth Margaret Harris,  
a freeman

BY SERVICE

Callum Reece Cooke
son of Sonya Helen Sims and late 
apprentice of Robert Aylett (Robert Glenn)

Luiz Gervane Mendes Goncalves
son of Maria Luiza Mendes Alixandre and 
late apprentice of David Anthony Marshall 
(The London Artworks Ltd)

Ryan William Michael Leslie Grant
son of Dawn Grant and late apprentice of 
David Ian Merry (The Goldsmiths’  
Company Assay Office)

Matthew James Hart
son of Russell John Hart and late 
apprentice of Emmet Richard Smith (R H 
Wilkins Engravers Ltd)

James Gilmour Kydd
son of Philip Gilmour Kydd and late apprentice 
of Philip Gilmour Kydd (Philip Kydd Ltd)

William Oliver Lander
son of Heather Tracy Lander; Richard Arthur 
Lander and late apprentice of  
Harriet Alice Kelsall

Chloe May Lightfoot
daughter of Clair Lightfoot and late apprentice 
of Richard Alan Cornelius (E Wolfe & Co)

Oscar Alfred Bruce Saurin
son of Amanda Jane Saurin and late 
apprentice of Richard Nicholas Fox  
(Fox Silver Ltd)

Louise Sorrell
daughter of Tony Sorrell and late apprentice of 
Samantha Marsden (Sam James Ltd)

Eleanor May Woolacott
daughter of Michelle Julie Woolacott and late 
apprentice of Anthony Wood (C A Treble 
London Ltd)

ASSOCIATES

The following have been enrolled as an 
Associate of the Goldsmiths’ Company 
honoris causa:

None

The following deaths were reported during  
the year preceded by the year of admission:

Elsie Lindhal   
 (Associate)

Jean Francois Limage   
(Associate)

BINNEY MEDAL WINNERS

The Binney Award winner for 2018 was 
Abigail Weigold
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Clerk
Sir David Reddaway kcmg mbe

Deputy Clerk
Mr Simon Hutchinson mbe 

Deputy Warden
Dr Robert Organ

Director of Finance
Mr Robert Preece

Director, Goldsmiths’ Centre
Mr Peter Taylor

Director of Communications
Ms Sarah Jurado

Librarian
Miss Eleni Bide

Curator
Dr Dora Thornton

Director, Promotion and Events
Mr David Mills

Hallkeeper
Mr Richard McCrow

Superintendent Assayer
Mr William Evans

HR Manager
Ms Helen Marks

Head of Charitable Partnerships and Strategy
Miss Ciorsdan Brown

PRINCIPAL OFFICERS

EVENTS

PRINCIPAL ADVISERS

GOLD SILVER PLATINUM PALLADIUM

999 990
916

22 carat
750

18 carat
585 

14 carat
375

9 carat
Total 800

925 
sterling

958
Britannia

999 Total 850 900 950 999 Total 500 950 999 Total Total All

British 683 129 301,962 533,908 116,638 1,544,123 2,497,443 652 1,966,760 11,080 19,875 1,998,367 129 177 234,529 60 234,895 9,421 47,227 8 56,656 4,787,361

Foreign 27 0 119,213 295,091 47,139 1,154,730 1,616,200 36 2,641,442 694 30 2,642,202 34 145 62,447 2 62,628 965 4,121 0 5,086 4,326,116

Total 710 129 421,175 828,999 163,777 2,698,853 4,113,643 688 4,608,202 11,774 19,905 4,640,569 163 322 296,976 62 297,523 10,386 51,348 8 61,742 9,113,477

ASSAY OFFICE FIGURES 2018

Consultant Architect
Mr Nick Cox

Property Solicitor
Mr Matthew Swainston

Company Surveyor
Mr Piers Agace

Hall Surveyor
Mr Richard Worthington

To find out about Goldsmiths’ Company events, 
please visit our website:  
thegoldsmiths.co.uk

ANTIQUE PLATE

Dr Timothy Schroder – Chairman

Mr Hector Miller

Mr Alexis Butcher

Mr David Cawte

Mr Alastair Dickenson

Miss Jane Ewart

Mr Gareth Harris

Mr Timo Koopman

Mr Tim Martin

Mr Peter Waldron

Mr Henry Williams-Bulkeley

ASSAY OFFICE  
MANAGEMENT BOARD

Mr Neil Carson – Chairman 

Mr Richard Agutter

Mr Richard Southall

Mr Richard Reid

Mr Michael Winwood

CHARITY

Mr Michael Galsworthy – Chairman

Mr Edward Harley

Mr Tony Shepherd

Mrs Blondel Cluff

Mr Nicholas Diggle 

Miss Daisy Drury

Dr Marcus Harbord

Miss Emma Himsworth

Mr Jason Holt

Mr Richard Hopkinson-Woolley

The Revd Dr Alan McCormack

Professor Ronan O’Hora

Mr Jamie Polk

The Hon. Mrs Margaret Sanders

COLLECTIONS

Dr Timothy Schroder – Chairman 

Mr Martin Drury

Mr Arthur Drysdale

Mr John Andrew

Ms Rachel Bond

Sir Timothy Clifford

Mr Robert Hayes

Mrs Lucy Morton

Mr James Rothwell 

Dame Rosalind Savill

Mr Matthew Winterbottom

COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING

Mr Michael Wainwright – Chairman

Miss Victoria Broackes

Mr Robert Hayes

Mr Adam Jacobs

Mr Andrew Peake

Miss Rebecca van Rooijen

Miss Janice Springer

Mrs Tricia Topping

CONTEMPORARY CRAFT

Mr Arthur Drysdale – Chairman 

Dr Timothy Schroder

Miss Victoria Broackes

Miss Joanna Hardy 

Mr Clive Burr

Mr Julian Cross

Miss Corinne Julius

Miss Daphne Krinos

Dr Tessa Murdoch

EDUCATION

Mrs Judith Cobham-Lowe – Chairman

Dame Lynne Brindley

Professor Charles Mackworth -Young

Mr James Buchanan-Dunlop

Mr Nicholas Harland

Mr Rod Kelly

Dr Vanessa Lawrence

Mr Patrick Loughrey

The Hon Dr Elisabeth Martin

Ms Afsheen Nawaz

Dr Joanna Newman

Mr Robert Straker

FOOD AND WINE 

Mr Edward Braham – Chairman

Mr Grant Macdonald

Mr Hector Miller

Mr Richard Reid

Mrs Joanna Clark

Mr Fairfax Hall

Mr Paul Michael

Mr Edward Wakefield

Ms Nicola Wickes

HOUSE

Mr Hector Miller – Chairman

Mr Martin Drury 

Miss Cassandra Goad

Mrs Nicola Buchanan-Dunlop

Mr Edward Connolly

Miss Annabel Eley

Mr William Fisher

Mr Gareth Harris

Mr Alastair Moss

Mr Nick Cox (Consultant Architect)

Mr Richard Worthington (Hall Surveyor)

INVESTMENT

Mr Rupert Hambro – Chairman

Mr William Parente 

Mr Richard Madeley

Mr Ulric Barnett

Mr William Hill

Sir Stuart Lipton

Mr Edward Wakefield

LIBRARY & ARCHIVES

Dame Lynne Brindley – Chairman

Mrs Judith Cobham-Lowe

Mr William Parente 

Miss Hazel Forsyth 

Mr Oliver Urquhart-Irvine

MEMBERSHIP

Mr Richard Agutter – Chairman

Brigadier Edward Butler

Mr Tom Fattorini

Professor Jonathan Bowman-Perks

Mr Timothy Came

Mr Patrick Fuller

Mr David Hammond

Mr Jocelyn Skeates

Miss Sarah Trillwood

COMMITTEES

GOLDSMITHS’  
CENTRE

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Mr Edward Braham – Chairman

Mr Richard Fox – Vice-Chair

Mr Arthur Drysdale

Mr Tom Fattorini

Mr Grant Macdonald

Mrs Gaynor Andrews

Mrs Teresa Arbuckle

Miss Arabella Slinger
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The Gravesend Maths Project 
(see pages 34-35) 
JULIA SKUPNY
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